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1 Background 
IRRI’s ADB funded postharvest initiatives (RETA14: Addressing the Pre- and 
Postharvest Challenges of the Rice Supply Chain) have the objective to scale out 
improved postharvest innovations to end users like farmers and processors. Farmers 
can get benefits in different ways from improved postharvest management. They don’t 
necessarily need to own better postharvest equipment, but could avail of a postharvest 
service, for example a drying service provided by a dryer owner. Several Participatory 
Impact Pathway Analysis (PIPA) workshops conduced by the project in 5 regions in Viet 
Nam have identified different needs for the different postharvest systems of Viet Nam. 
While in the northern and central provinces component technologies such as improved 
farm level storage, contract drying and contract harvesting have potential to address the 
problems in the smallholder environments, the export oriented rice production system of 
the Mekong Delta needs a more holistic approach for postharvest management. The 
project stakeholders therefore have identified the development of business models for 
integrated drying, storage and processing facilities which link farmers more directly to 
the markets and ensure better quality as a major priority. 

Rationale 

Rice storage in Viet Nam is backward, in spite of advances in production. From the PIPA 
workshops this was raised as a major problem for large-scale processing and storage 
level in the value chain.  Major post-harvest losses in the Mekong Delta are caused by 
improper drying and lack of appropriate storage.  For Mekong Delta farmers, it is neither 
logical nor practical to introduce the small-scale 1-10 tons storage. They have no 
incentive to individually store their paddy.  Rather it is storage at cooperative or farmers’ 
group level, or business level that provides economic incentives to invest in storage.  
The scale is assumed to be somewhere between 500 and 5,000 tons. 

Thus, one proposed project activity was the assessment of problems in existing large 
scale storage facilities and to conduct a workshop or training on storage technologies, 
with focus on warehouse and silo storage for large quantity of paddy.  IRRI was asked to 
help sourcing an international storage expert possessing relevant practical expertise 
with major focus on storage technology and management.  Participants for the seminar 
were then selected from rice millers, traders, extension workers and equipment 
manufacturers. 

Out of 4 potential resource persons IRRI and the Vietnamese partners agreed on Prof. 
Dr.-Ing. Werner Mühlbauer, former Head of the Institute of Agricultural Engineering in 
the Tropics and Subtropics of Hohenheim University and drying and storage expert for 
the assignment. 

Objective of the mission 

The objective of the mission is in cooperation with the project partners in Viet Nam and 
in coordination with IRRI to: 
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1. Assess the problems in warehouse and silo storage in Viet Nam by visiting 
representative storage sites 

2. Prepare a seminar/training module on warehouse and silo storage principles 
applicable to the humid tropical conditions in Viet Nam (RH often above 90% and 
temperatures of 25-30ºC). 

3. Hold a seminar / training on warehouse and silo storage options, technology and 
management. 

4. Formulate recommendations for future activities to improve the Situation 

 

2 Field Trip: Ho Chi Minh City and Mekong Delta 
Report by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Werner Mühlbauer with contributions from Christopher Cabardo 
and Martin Gummert, IRRI 

Saigon Satake Rice Mill Facility (Ho Chi Minh City)  

27 June 2011, 8:30-11:00 
Contact: Mr. Cao Van Nam – Director 

General remarks 

The rice mill buys and processes paddy and sells milled rice for export and for local 
consumption. It was founded in 1989 by the Peoples Committee of Ho Chi Minh City, 
then transferred under the management of the Food Company of Ho Chi Minh City and 
recently transferred back to the Peoples Committee. The company can apply for funds 
from the Peoples Committee.  

• The rice mill is tasked to maintain stability in the rice market of HCMC with 8 
million people. 

• Due to its rice price stabilization mandate, the facility always has a buffer stock of 
at least 4,000 tons of milled rice. For this the company gets a loan with low 
interest rate. The scheme calls for intervention if the price changes by 2,000 
Dong/kg. The company then sells in HCMC markets at the old price. 

Rice mill 

• Initially Satake machines, several whiteners were replaced by local machines 
from LAMICO. 

• Technology is almost 20 years old 

• Capacity of the rice mill is 20t/h 
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• Brown rice milling recovery 75% to 77% 

• White rice milling recovery  65% to 67% 

• Whole grains  55-57% rice with 5% brokens  

• Head rice recovery of 53% 

Procurement 

• Paddy is bought mainly in Long An province. Company staff buy directly from 
farmers. 

• Maximum MC for buying is 16%, if the crop is wet due to the weather the dryer is 
used to dry to 15%.  

• The company pays more for paddy with less than 15% MC. 

• Fragrant rice is bought according to variety. HYV are bought according to grain 
length (High class = > 6.2mm, low class = < 6.2mm). 

Dryer 

• Satake Recirculating Mixed Flow Column Dryer 

• Fuel oil burner without heat exchanger -> direct heating with fume gases 

• Radial flow fan 

• Drying air is sucked through the grain bulk 

• Capacity 40 ton/8 hrs  

• Energy source: diesel fuel. 

• Drying air temperature 50 to 60 °C 

• The recirculating dryer was converted to run on electricity for heating the drying 
air because electricity is cheaper than diesel.  

Energy cost 

o Diesel: 20,000 Dong/l (1 US$) 

o Electricity: 1,200 Dong/kWh (4 US$ cent) 

Energy cost for drying 

o Diesel: 1.1 million dong = USD 55 per hour 
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o Electricity: 237,000 dong = USD 11 per hour 

Procurement 

• Farmers dry by sun or flatbed dryer then sell paddy at 16% MC. 

• Paddy is cleaned thoroughly before drying wit winnower and sieve 

• Paddy after harvesting has 5% impurities, pre-cleaning reduces it to 1%. 

Paddy storage 

• Storage containers (square base with hopper bottom) 15 m x 15 m x 12 m high 

  

• Total capacity of 16 containers12,000 tons (800 ton/container) 

• The container has an open top design and is located indoors.  

• Unloading with movable blower and air sweep floor integrated in hopper duct 

   

• Blower can be moved on rails from one hopper bottom to the next 
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• Blower is designed for aeration and unloading 

• Unloading  takes 3 days per bin (about 10 t/h) 

Procurement 

• The user observe without use of an instrument for measuring temperature in bulk 
that heating occurs at the bottom part  

• Shifting the grains from one to another container every month mainly to mix the 
grains and to reduce temperature 

• Aeration system is available but not in use 

• Paddy is stored for  4 to 5 months at 15% MC 

• Reasons to store paddy at 15% MC 

o Price is reasonable 

o Quality is maintained 

o Less breakage in milling (the owner believes optimum milling is at 15%) 

• No recorded insect infestation at paddy stage  

• No recorded rodent incident due to bulk storage practice 

• For milling recovery and head rice recovery – no difference after buying and after 
paddy storage 

• Storage is only done during dry season because dried paddy is not available 
during wet season and quality is very low 

Milled rice storage 

• Milled rice is stored in bags inside the warehouse that also contains the milling 
line and the silos.  
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• Storage management is up to date. 

• Milled Rice – 2 months (becomes yellow if stored longer) 

• Insect problems observed after 3 months of storage. Lots of insects in the rice 
bran. 

• Rodent management by baiting. 

Marketing 

• The rice is for export and domestic consumption 

• Annual processing: 

o 45,000 tons of paddy 

o 20,000 to 25,000 tons of milled rice for export 

o 5,000 tons of milled rice for the domestic market 

• Factors that determine the price of milled rice 

o Moisture content 

o Chalkiness (<5%) 

o Yellowing 

o Percentage of brokens 

o Fragrance 

o Grain length 

• Philippines, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Cuba and Africa are traditional markets for 
low quality rice  

Discussion 

• Temperature in the bins should be measured before shifting 

• Moisture content is measured with resistance type quick test moisture meter. A 
device with better accuracy could decrease the likelihood of paddy getting too wet 
into storage. 

• The dryer should be converted to use rice husk as fuel, which would reduce the 
heating cost significantly 
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• If electricity is so cheap, maybe cooling is one option for paddy preservation 

• NLU could assist the company to evaluate whether the current unloading fan can 
be used for aeration. However, the relatively small open area in the air sweep 
floor will most likely create a huge pressure drop and a very slow airflow rate. 
Furthermore the paddy should be leveled to enable accurate air velocity 
measurement on the top. 

Assessment 

The rice mill has old equipment but it is well maintained. The mill produces excellent 
quality due to the following reasons: 

• The company buys paddy and processes milled rice from paddy in a single pass, 
multi stage milling line. 

• The company controls the quality in procurement through company buyers in the 
province, through buying directly from farmers and through having clear quality 
criteria for buying. 

• Improvements can be made in the following areas: More accurate measurement 
of moisture content and temperature in the storage bins; reducing the storage 
moisture content of paddy from 15% to 14% or less; introducing aeration for 
paddy storage; and using rice husk for heating the drying air of the dryer. 

Song Thuan Rice Mill Facility (Mi Tho City). 

27 June, 13:45-15:50 
Contact: Mr. Cao Minh Vien – Owner 

General remarks 

The rice mill is a privately owned enterprise which was established in 2004 but the 
owner had 10 years previous experience in rice milling. The enterprise buys brown rice 
and sells milled rice for export and for the local markets. It stores exclusively in bulk 
because  

Rice mill 

• The rice mill was installed by BuiVanNgo 

Procurement 

• Hull is removed by the brown rice suppliers using disk huller and not by rubber 
roll at 20% to 21% MC 

• Why not dry the brown rice before whitening? 
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o It is more difficult to polish 

o There is more breakage 

o Whitening and polishing reduces moisture 

• Milling recovery and head rice recovery: 

o 100 kg wet paddy produces 68 kg to 70 kg brown rice 

o 100 kg brown rice produces 65 kg milled rice with 5% brokens 

o Head rice recovery:  approximately 43% 

Dryer 

• The coal fired mixed flow column dryer was manufactured by Phuoc Lua Comp. 
(local manufacturer) 

• The brown rice goes through whitening, polishing and then drying 

• Milled rice is dried with fume gas of a coal furnace without use of a heat 
exchanger  

 
 

Storage 

• Storage containers (square base with hopper bottom manufactured locally 

• Shifted to container storage from bag storage because bags require large space 
and high labor input. 

• Container storage is used as temporary storage of brown and milled rice.  

• Paddy is not stored  
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• The storage container includes vertical wire mesh tubes intended for aeration. 
The tubes are open at the top and the bottom and no fan is installed. The 
manufacturer came up with the design based on specifications of the owner. 

Reversed processing 

• The miller buys 1,000-2,000 t brown rice at 18% to 19% MC for re-processing 

• The brown rice is transported on the Mekong River for 1 day and is milled the 
next day 

• The rice miller was vague about how long it takes the rice after harvesting to 
arrive at his mill for polishing.  

• Typically harvested paddy remains three days as wet paddy, one day is needed 
for hulling plus 1-2 days transport totaling in around 5-6 days. 

• Most common variety is IR504 which is known as a low quality variety but this is 
because of the high MC storage practice. 

• The farmers sell wet paddy because there is very little incentive in drying 

o Price of paddy at 21% MC = 6,000 dong per kg 

o Price of paddy at 15% MC = 6,500 dong per kg 

• The rice miller does not buy paddy because he does not have a husking plant 
and because he thinks the rice husk disposal is a problem if he buys paddy. But 
he has a 3 ha lot intended for paddy operation in future. He does not invest in the 
moment because interest rates are at 22% 

Marketing 

• Actual output is 18,000 tons of milled rice per month from more than 20,000 tons 
of brown rice. 

• For 10,000 tons low quality rice produced (25% brokens), there is 4,000 tons high 
quality rice (5% brokens) 

• Ten percent of the milled rice is for direct export, the rest is sold to food 
companies 

• Rice bran is sold for pig feed, fish feed and bran oil extraction 

Assessment 

The mill has a modern milling line and bulk storage facilities for brown rice and milled 
rice. With this equipment it could produce very good quality but since it only purchases 
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brown rice at high MC with unknown history and because processing and storage is 
done at high moisture content the milling and head rice recoveries are comparatively 
low. 

The planned husking line in combination with insurance of paddy quality in purchasing, 
processing and storage at best practice MC would significantly increase the quality, and 
eliminate discoloration and the need to transfer stored rice to other bins. Head rice 
recovery could be increased by 10% considering the outputs of other mills.  

Song Hau Food Company (Can Tho City),  

28 June, 8:37-10:40 am 
Contact: Mr. Duong Quoc Toan – Deputy Director, Mr. Tai  - Technical Supervisor 

General remarks 

The company is 100 % government owned and belongs to Vietnam Southern Food 
Corporation with 3 areas of business: rice milling, operation a harbor and the production 
of PP bags. It also has the mandate to stabilize the rice by storing buffer stocks. 

• Right now they process only brown rice.  

• Exports 200,000 tons of milled rice annually 

• Produce 7 million PP bags per year 

• The port handles 1.2 million tons loading and unloading per year 

• Their ships have 3,000 tons capacity, they now have a ship with 10,000 ton 
capacity 

Rice mill 

• The processing equipment is made in Vietnam (LAMICO and Southern Seed 
Company) and Japan (Satake) 

• Satake color sorter machine with 6-8 ton per hour capacity 

Dryer 

• CIMBRIA mixed flow tower dryer  

• The dryer is operated with fuel oil 

• Technical documentation available is not available 
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Storage 

• The storage line was donated by a Vietnamese NGO in France. 

• The Lipp silos were installed 1983 by Belgian experts on site with imported 
materials and the imported Lipp bending machine. 

   
 

• Silo system has total capacity of 10,000 tons 

o 16 silos with 600 tons per silo  

o Silos have flat bottom without an mechanical unloading system-> 100 tons 
need to be manual unloading 

o Manual unloading is expensive, time consuming and drudgery work  

o An sweeping auger for unloading did not work even though it was tested 
by the company who provided it 

• During storage, moisture accumulates at the roof and walls of silo 

• Silos are corroded from inside  
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• Concrete platform is partly damaged 

 

 

• There is a system of conveying paddy from bin to bin but when moving the wet 
grain from the top to the bottom the problem becomes worse 

• Plans to upgrade the silo system so it can be used again for storage of paddy 

o Upgrade cost 5 billion dong= USD 250,000 

o The local Southern Seed Company is commissioned to survey and make 
the design for upgrading 

o 8 silos are to be upgraded and 8 silos will be untouched so we can see if 
there is an improvement 

o The company is waiting for the feasibility study so they can submit the 
proposal to the mother company 

o The requirement for the upgrade is to prevent condensation and 
mechanize the unloading 

• The silo has an aeration system but yellowing still persists  
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o Aeration is by ambient air 

o Aeration was done once a week for 4 hours 

• Paddy was stored at 15% MC with 2-3% impurities 

• Paddy temperature was not monitored 

• The company also had a chilling unit but they don’t know whether it still works 

• Last usage of the silos 

o The silos were leased to a wheat company for 3 years  

o The wheat is stored only for a short period of time and the quality is 
acceptable. Manual unloading was also done 

Reversed processing 

• Currently the company only buys brown rice at high moisture content (around 
18%) 

• The company has 3 rice mills (for re-processing) 

• MC for processing = 17.5% to 18% 

• Milling recovery figures 

o Paddy to brown rice = 76% recovery 

o Brown rice to milled rice = 65% recovery 

o From 100 kg brown rice -> 65 kg milled rice with 5% brokens (62 kg during 
the wet season) 

o Approximately 47% head rice recovery from paddy 

o From 1 ton of finished product, 5 kg is rejected due to yellowing 
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• The director expects 50% milling recovery if they start processing from paddy 

Storage of milled rice 

• Drying of milled rice from 16% to 14% MC is done before storage using the 
Cimbria dryer, which was installed within a FAO program. 

• Warehouse total capacity is 100,000 tons milled rice (bag storage) 

o 3 warehouses 

o Area of 1 warehouse = 15,000 m2 

o 40,000 ton capacity per warehouse 

o Storage is less than 3 months 

o Storage for 5 months -> yellowing 

• Rodent expert controls rodents 

• Insect problem was encountered after 4 months of milled rice storage 

Marketing 

• Most of the rice produced is for export (200,000 t milled rice) but 10,000 is used 
for domestic stabilization 

 

3 Workshop on “Paddy storage for the Mekong Delta 
of Viet Nam" 

Minutes of the workshop and discussions compiled by Nguyễn Văn Hùng and Phan 
Hiếu Hiền with record notes of: Trần Văn Khanh, Nguyễn Văn Xuân, và Vũ Công Khanh 

IRRI-ADB Rice Post-harvest Project 
Workshop on "Paddy storage for the Mekong Delta of Viet Nam" 

Conference Room of Xuân Khánh Hotel , Cần Thơ City, 30-June and 1-July-2011 

Minutes of the Workshop and discussions 

Day 1: June 30, 2011 

There were 51 participants:  3 from IRRI;  9 from IRRI-ADB Project and 3 from other 
Research Institutes;  7 from Provincial Departments of Agriculture or Departments of 
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Trade and Industry;  7 from rice milling companies;  11 from local manufacturers of rice 
milling equipment;  3 from a silo manufacturer in China;  7 from the press;  and 4 in the 
Organizing Committee (who are also technical staff). 

Opening 

Dr Nguyễn Lê Hưng, Coordinator of the "IRRI-ADB Rice Post-harvest Project, 
Vietnamese component" stated the Workshop's objectives.  The first day would be an 
open forum for managers, businessmen, researchers... to discuss on the current status 
and future needs of medium-scale paddy storage in the Mekong Delta of Viet Nam.  The 
second day would be a training-workshop on the paddy storage by silo, for those with 
concerns on the technical aspects. 

9h10-9h15: Welcome remark by Dr Lê Văn Bảnh  
(Cuu-Long rice research Institute, Ministry of agriculture, based in 
CanTho City) 

9h15- 9h30: Introduction of IRRI-ADB Project  by Dipl.Ing. M.Gummert, IRRI 

See Appendix 4 for the presentation. 

9h30- 9h55: Survey Report of Silo Storage in the Mekong Delta  

The presentation (Appendix 5) was more on the status and requirements of paddy 
storage.  In the afternoon, PH.Hiền supplemented with report on the survey; see 
Appendix 6,  which was printed and distributed. 

9h55- 10h55 General presentation on Storage of Paddy in the Humid Tropics (Prof. 
Mühlbauer) 

See Appendix 7 which was printed and distributed. 

10h55- 11h15: Coffee break and picture taking  

11h15-12h10:  (continued) on Storage of Paddy in the Humid Tropics (Prof. Mühlbauer) 

12h10- 13h10:  Lunch break  

AFTERNOON 

13h10-13h25: Presentation by Mr. Nguyễn Thể Hà  

Mr. Nguyễn Thể Hà  presented "Paddy storage by silo, a necessary development of the 
rice processing industry for export". The presentation was printed and distributed. 

13h25-13h35:   Report by Dr Nguyễn Tri Khiêm (read by Phan Hiếu Hiền) 

Dr. Phan Hieu Hien presented the report which was printed and distributed. 
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13h35- 13h50: Presentation on the silo products by Muyang Company   

The presentation in Appendix 8. Note on detail:  The Company recommends to store 
paddy with initial moisture content of 13% or less. 

13h55-14h35: Group work 

Participants were divided into 4 groups, to discuss the following issues: 

1) How do you observe about the present status of paddy storage in the Mekong Delta? 

2) How do you think the storage of paddy for the paddy in the Mekong Delta should be 
in the near future 

3) What are the measures which should be applied in order to achieve the above 
objectives? Who? 

4) Drying is a pre-requisite for silo storage.  Thus the 3 above questions corresponding 
to the drying operation? 

14h35- 14h55:  Coffee break  

15h00-16h50: Presentation of group work results 

Group 1: Rice milling business  

Presented by Mr. Nguyễn Tiến Dũng 

 Current storage methods do not follow the best process, thus causing losses.  There 
are several root issues, but now we only solve at the surface.  We need an integrated 
solution, beginning with field production. 

 Investment for silo is quite large, thus needs to follow some path, not instantly. 

 Suggestion to renovate the existing silos. 

Group 2:  Equipment manufacturers 

Presented by Mr. Nguyễn Thể Hà 

• Milling should start with dried paddy (14% MC) in order to keep the quality, thus 
paddy storage is necessary. 

• Presently, milling is at 17% MC, thus at odd with above requirements, due to the fact 
that storage needs large investment. 

• Now, the Government is requiring new investors for rice export to possess a milling 
line and 10 to/hr, and warehouses of 5000-ton capacity, but there are no "standard" 
yet for these warehouses. 
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• The need would be for storing 1 – 2 million tons of paddy, thus in the next 5 years, 
the support policy for this need is necessary.   

• In the country, we need General Standards for manufacturing silos. 

Group 3:  Government administrators 

Presented by Mr Đoàn Ngọc Phả (Vice Director, An Giang Department of Agriculture) 

There is a Plan on building 4 million tons of warehouse up to end of 2011, and 
implementing Decisions QDE3242 and 63CP, in which the Government subsidizes 30% 
of infrastructure outside the factory, and 20% for land clearing, and other supports for 
loans, soft interest, and land.  However,  the Finance goes too slow, the deadline would be 
December 2011. 

The Ministry of Agriculture recommended establishing large pilot field, using VietGAP, for 
uniform paddy to facilitate silo storage, linking "small farmers into large fields" 

An Giang Province developed rice industry linked with paddy supply, and invest rice mill 
with drying-storage complex.  Drying is using rice husk briquette as fuel, but the 
briquette-machines wore out fast, thus need improving, so that rice husk can be 
continued in use. 

The food security is the task of the National Reserve Department, which needs to be 
strengthened with more silo storage. 

Group4:  Researchers (Institutes and Universities) 

Presenter 1: Phan Hiếu Hiền  

Supplemental info, summarized from the Report on silo survey, in reply to Mr. Nguyễn 
Tiến Dũng's inquiry about the status of 3 existing siloin the Mekong Delta, why they are 
not used, and proposal to renovate these silos.  (The Report is printed and distributed): 

- Who store?  Most store milled rice.  Only one mill (exception?) stores paddy.   

- Techniques: without aeration or with insufficient aeration.   

- The 400-ton seed storage at Định Thành proved the advantages of aeration.   

- Loading: Some silos are too far from the river bank, making loading complicated. 

- Unloading:  Still need manual labor. In one place, 150 tons have to be raked manually 
out of the silo's 600-ton capacity. 

- Drying:  Several silos uses diesel oil as fuel, thus pushing the drying cost to too high.  

- Each silo needs to contain only one variety, but in the past could not be met. 
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- Estimated cost of storage by silo is 570 VND/kg (≈28 US$/ton), of which more than half 
are bank interest for the loan to purchase paddy.   

- Bag storage seems cheaper compared to silo storage, but with a trade-off price:  
environmental cost for the used plastic bag, and quality cost since quality with bag 
storage deteriorates after 4 months. 

Presenter 2: Trần Văn Khanh 

• On the technical aspect, locally manufactured equipment can meet the demands, 
just as they met with harvesting and drying equipment.  Likewise, silo can be made in 
the country. 

• On the policy, food security is also the responsibilities of the agricultural sector, 
farmers, and industry.  The State needs to direct these to the agricultural 
departments and food companies. 

General discussion 

Phạm Văn Tấn  

Re-stating the issues on policy, investment capital, post-harvest, rice value chain... he 
noted: Everybody in the value chain concerns with their own interest; thus the State 
needs to direct and to support for enhancing the rice quality, so as each and everyone 
benefits from storing paddy.   

Nguyễn Thể  Hà: 

Large capital:  to acquire 4 million tons of silos, we need 20 000 billion VND (100 million 
US$). 

Manufacturing of silo is not too difficult.  We can gradually make to have 4 million tons of 
silos. 

In the future, paddy must be stored, since a quality rice mill should own quality paddy in 
order to survive.  From paddy we can also get rice husk, to be converted to electricity, 
for more income. 

Đoàn Ngọc Phả 

Decision 119 stated that an rice mill for export should have warehouses, so as to store 
grains for at least 3 months. 

The Food Corporation is petitioning on removing VAT for milled rice, in order to stabilize 
the market. 

Phan Hiếu Hiền  
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The use of rice husk for rice drying seems to be a small issue, but in fact with big 
consequences.  Several rice mills in former times used rice husk in an improper way, 
namely to give out dust-ashes and smoke which affect rice quality, thus shifted to using 
oil or coal as fuel, thus increased the drying cost greatly.  Unprofitable drying lead to bad 
storage.  A whole system "collapse" due to a small detail such as improper use of rice 
husk.   

Rice husk briquettes cost 10 times higher than loose husk.  Thus at the rice mill, most 
economical is burning loose rice husk, while ensuring that milled rice quality is not 
affected.  Different types of rice husk furnaces designed by NLU have met this 
requirement.  One latest development is the semi-automatic furnace, with automatic 
feeding of rice husk, and manual ash removal every hour.  The original principle was by 
Prof. Muehlbauer with a 5 kg/hr furnace; NLU has scaled-up to 25-50 kg/hr and has 
applied in several dryers in the Mekong Delta. 

Nguyễn Thể  Hà: 

BVNgọ Company has installed and exported the cyclonic rice husk furnace, but the cost 
is high (no rice husk consumption was mentioned).  The Company also is experimenting 
with generating power from rice husk, we need investment capital and new technology. 

16h50-17h00: Wrap-up of the Workshop's first day 

Day 2: July 1, 2011 

The Workshop's second day was for technical staff with concerns on details of silo 
designs and fabrication. 

8h15-10h00: Technical presentation on steel silo by Prof.. Muelhbauer 

See Appendix 9, which was printed and distributed. 

Notes: Due to time limit, Paddy Cooling was not discussed.  However, the presentation 
(Appendix 10) was printed and distributed. 

10h00-10h15:  Coffee break 

10h15-11h45: Plenary discussion  

The general discussion (not group discussion as planned) were on the following issues: 

1) Based on technological and economic considerations, what are the (bulk) storage you 
consider as most suited to the Mekong Delta of Vietnam 

2)  Questions about further details on aeration, loading/ unloading  etc.. 

3)  What are the (applied) research topics you think needed as technical backstop for 
the application of (bulk) storage of paddy for the Mekong Delta? 
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4)  Other… 

However, questions were on different other aspects as well: 

Nguyễn Văn Xuân 

Experience of storage in tropical countries about the problem of water condensation? 

Answer by Prof. Werner Mühlbauer 

No condensation, no grain MC increase, if with uniform drying and with aeration during 
storage. 

Nguyễn Thể  Hà: 

We need input paddy with uniform moisture content; thus can we apply the in-storage 
drying so that the MC reaches below 14% ? 

Answer by Prof. Werner Mühlbauer 

In-storage drying under tropical conditions was experimented only by a few, for example 
by M.Gummert at IRRI.  Thus, we need more experiments in specific climatic conditions, 
with at least 50 tons of paddy.   

Trần Hữu Thắng  

The outside silo walls exposed to the sun might reach 600C at noon, while at night the 
temperature might drop to 22 oC, thus a high temperature drop, and RH might be 100% 
at night.  Does condensation occur at the wall inner side ?  And ways to solve the 
problem ? 

Answer by Prof. Werner Mühlbauer 

From the MC increase, we thought that is due condensation.  In fact, MC increase is due 
to non-uniform grain mass, especially containing impurities.  Shifting from silo to silo only 
makes it worse, by spreading the spots with high respiration.  If the grain is at high MC, 
you can observe the effect right after one week.  On the other hand, you may notice with 
imported corn and wheat, which are clean and dry, no MC increase. 

Condensation cannot occurs within 24 hours, where does the water come from in order 
to liquefy? the MC increase is not by high RH because in such a short time, and the 
moisture absorption is slow;  the moisture is mainly from respiration.   

Lê Hữu Mã 

How many position to monitor the temperature in a silo of  Φ 6 m by 12 m high ? 

Answer by Prof. Werner Mühlbauer 
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Depending on the affordable cost.  In principle, as many as more accuracy is required, 
but the cost does not allow. 

Anh Toàn (Cty Sông Hậu) 

Experience to repair the silo wall with damaged galvanized layer?  Is the silo that the 
Prof. visited worth rebuilding ? 

Answer by Prof. Werner Mühlbauer 

The steel silo is still all right; however, the handling equipment need to be replaced.   

11h45-12h00: Wrap-up 

Dr. Nguyễn Lê Hưng summarized the discussions, and thank Mr. Gummert, Prof. 
Mühlbauer, the Organizing Committee with staff from NLU and SIAEP, and all 
participants who contributed with valuable ideas on the silo storage in the Mekong Delta, 
a necessary development in order to preserve the quality and increase the value and the 
Vietnamese rice in the export market. 

4 Recommendations for Further Activities 
By Prof. Dr.-Ing. Werner Mühlbauer, Neuhausen, Germany 

The recommendations are based on a field trip to Saigon Satake Rice Mill, Ho Chi Minh 
City, Song Thuan Rice Mill, Mi Tho City and to Song Hau Food Company, Can Tho City 
on June 27 and June 28 (Attachment 1). After the field trip the presentations for the 
workshop were discussed and modified according to the results of the field trip and the 
recommendations of the organizers Dr. Hien and Mr. Martin Gummert from IRRI. The 
power point presentations of Prof. Mühlbauer were translated by Dr. Hien in Vietnamese 
language. 

On June 30 and July 1 Prof. Mühlbauer gave two lectures on the following topics: 

Storage of Paddy in the Humid Tropics – State of the Art 

Technical Aspects of Paddy Storage in Steel Silos 

The presentations were followed by discussions with the participants and group 
discussions on selected topics. The outcomes of the discussions were translated by Dr. 
Hien (See previous Chapter). The results of the discussions are also integrated into the 
recommendations. 

Paddy Production 

Problems 
• Cultivation of varieties with non-uniform ripening 
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• Production of numerous varieties on comparatively small plots 
• Manual harvesting is still the most common technology 
• Introduction of combine harvesters just started 
• Paddy has to be harvested at high moisture content especially during rainy 

season 
• Paddy contains up to 5 % impurities after harvest 
• Leaves and stems have higher moisture content than paddy. This can cause 

mould growth, heat of respiration and spoilage during storage 
• Dust and broken kernels can easily be attacked by insects which leads to 

infestation during storage 

Recommendations 
• Reduction of the number of varieties  
• Replacement of manual harvesting by combine harvesters 
• Intensive pre-cleaning of paddy before drying to reduce impurities to less than 

0.5% 
 Separation of stems and leaves by sifting machines 

 Separation of dust and small particles by winnowers 

Drying  

Problems 
• Traditional sun drying leads to non uniform and insufficient drying 
• Sun drying is almost impossible during rainy season 
• Over drying of the top layer and remoistening during sun drying causes stress 

cracks and breakage during milling 
• Rice millers force the farmers to dry the paddy to at least 16 %, most farmers 

have no access to mechanical dryers 
• Farmers prefer to sell wet paddy because there is very little incentive to dry to 14 

– 15 % 
• Non uniform and insufficient drying causes mould growth and yellowing during 

storage 
• Lack of high-temperature dryers with high drying capacity 
• Lack of instruments to control the drying process 

Recommendations 
• Introduction of high-temperature flat bed dryers on village level to dry paddy 

within 24 hours after harvesting 
• Drying air temperature should range between 40 and 45 °C for paddy drying 
• Bulk depth should not exceed 50 cm to avoid non uniform drying 
• Mixing of the paddy during drying is highly recommended 
• Alternatively use of flat bed dryers with reversed air flow 
• Air velocity should range between 0.2 and 0.3 m/s 
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• Preferable energy source for drying: rice husks 
• To reduce operation cost of drying diesel burners of existing dryers should be 

replaced by rice husk furnaces 
• If the rice husk furnace is properly designed and operated the combustion 

process is almost complete 
• Since the husks are separated from the rice kernels during the milling process 

contamination with soot particles seems to be not a serious problem as long as 
the rice has not a smoky smell after husking. However, this requires further 
scientific investigations. 

• Flat bed dryers should be equipped with thermometer and quick test moisture 
meter 

• Moisture meter should be calibrated in yearly intervals either using the oven 
method or by an institute with testing and certification mandate, e.g. the Vietnam 
Institute for Agricultural Engineering and Postharvest (VIAEP)  

• Farmers/contractors should get financial incentive to dry paddy to at least 16 % or 
paddy drying should be centralized at rice mills 

• For drying large quantities of paddy (5 to 10 ton per hour) continuous mixed flow 
dryers operated with rice husk furnaces seems to be the most adequate solution. 
Cross flow dryers have considerably higher thermal energy consumption and 
cause non uniform drying. 

• Paddy should be uniformly dried to a moisture content of 14 % within 24 hours 
• Based on sorption isotherm of paddy at 30 °C paddy with 15 % moisture content 

equivalent to a water activity of 0.7 is safe for storage but due to the danger of 
remoistening at high humidity and the inaccuracy of the resistance type moisture 
testers IRRI recommends to dry to 14% or less. 

• To prevent contamination with soot and toxic polycyclic hydrocarbons milled rice 
only should be dried by indirect heated air. Smoke in the drying air also results in 
a smoky smell of the rice. 

• Use of heat exchanger increases thermal energy consumption by about 20 % but 
also leads to significantly higher investment.  

Conveying 

Problems 
• Manual transportation of bags is still the most common technology. In large 

establishments mobile belt conveyors and forklifts are used for transportation and 
stacking. 

• For bulk conveying bucket elevators and chain conveyors are in use. 
• Compared to other grains paddy has certain properties which make conveying 

more difficult: 
  Endosperm of dried rice is very brittle 

  Paddy is more sensitive to breakage compared to other grains 

  Mechanical load causes crack formation and breakage during conveying and 
husking 
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  Rice husks contain high content of silicon causing abrasive wear during 
conveying 

Recommendations 
• Bucket elevators for vertical conveying and trough chain conveyors for horizontal 

conveying seem to be the most adequate solution in terms of capacity, energy 
consumption and stress to the kernels 

• Use of screw conveyors and pneumatic conveyors should be avoided due to high 
abrasive wear in tubes and elbows. Mechanical stress on paddy kernels causes 
stress cracks and breakage of the kernels during conveying and milling. 

• Installation of a plastic plate at the bottom of the trough conveyor and at the head 
of the bucket elevator reduces abrasion 

Milling 

Problems 
• Reversed processing leads to yellowing, low milling and low head rice recoveries 
• In reversed processing harvested paddy remains three days as wet paddy, one 

day is needed for hulling plus 1-2 days transport totalling in around 5-6 days. 
During this period the quality is significantly reduced by yellowing and respiration. 

• Milled rice is in some establishments dried with fume gases of coal furnace 

Recommendations 
• Reversed processing (Husking at high moisture content close to the production, 

transport of brown rice, separate whitening/polishing, sometimes drying of milled 
rice) should be replaced by the conventional process (drying – husking – 
polishing – whitening at the rice mill) 

Paddy Storage 

General problems 
• Paddy is stored at too high moisture content > 15 % 
• The optimum moisture content to store paddy under Vietnamese weather 

conditions is questionable. The recommendations range between 13 and 15 %. 
• Paddy is not uniformly dried 
• Impurities are not properly removed 

Bag Storage 

Problems 
• Paddy is still mainly stored in rice mills in bags  
• Bag storage is flexible - but very labour intensive 
• Storage space requirement is about 50 % higher compared to bulk storage 
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• Control of rodents, insects and microorganism growth is more difficult compared 
to bulk storage 

• Bag storage facilities are not properly maintained and sanitized 
• Rice millers reported that milled rice becomes yellow if stored longer than 2 

month. Furthermore, insect problems are observed after 3 month of storage.  

Recommendations 
• To prevent infestation with insects and moulds bags should be washed and 

disinfected after use 
• Bags should be piled on wooden pallets to prevent moisture penetration from the 

concrete floor 
• Bags should be stacked in piles. Distance between the piles and piles and wall 

should be at least one meter to allow rat control and proper ventilation. 
• Bag storage/handling of paddy should be replaced step by step by bulk 

storage/handling 
• Bag storage is the most adequate method to store milled rice if the rice is dried to 

at least 15 % moisture content. Yellowing during storage of milled rice is most 
likely caused by storage at to high moisture content. 

• Strengthen sanitation and cleanliness in rice mills and storage facilities. 

Indoor Bulk Storage 

Problems 
• Indoor storage of paddy in rectangular containers with hopper bottoms allows 

mechanized unloading. However it is a very expensive method to store grains. In 
addition bulk depth is limited to about 6 m. 

• Rice millers reported that paddy has to be shifted in monthly intervals to reduce 
bulk temperature and to mix the grains 

• Aeration systems are not available or not in use.  
• Utilization of air sweep floors integrated into the hopper bottoms require a high 

pressure since the air resistance in the relatively small openings at the bottom of 
the hopper is very high,  

• Aeration of storage containers with vertical mesh tubes operated without fan 
cannot provide the required air flow and uniform air distribution for aeration. 
During storage a vertical air flow can be induced by ascending forces but without 
use of a fan the bulk cannot be ventilated in horizontal direction. 

Recommendations 
• Levelling of the paddy increases capacity of the storage containers 
• Replacement of indoor storage containers by round steel silos  
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Storage in Steel SILOS 

Problems 
• Corrugated steel silos are worldwide the most common outdoor storage system 

for all kinds of grains but is still not a common technology to store paddy in 
Vietnam 

• Participants reported about storage problems with paddy in steel silos (paddy 
close to the wall is spoiled). But up to now no reliable investigation about this 
problem were conducted. 

• On the other hand storage of imported wheat and other grains in steel silos is a 
common technology in Vietnam. 

• High interest rates in 2011 up to 20 % hinder the implementations of silos. 
Subsidies of the government are available but financing is very slow.  

• About 30 % of paddy stored in silos with flat bottom has to be unloaded manually 
which is labour intensive and causes drudgery. 

Recommendations 
• Storage of paddy in outdoor round steel silos seems to be a promising alternative 

to store dry paddy  
• The introduction of round steel silos with corrugated walls should given priority 

since this type of silo can be erected with simple tools without the use of a crane.  
• General standards for silos should be developed. 
• The set up of demonstration units of steel silos including conveying systems for 

loading and unloading as well as aeration is highly recommended 
• Lipp type silos are in terms of investment per ton not competitive for storage of 

grains. For erection of a Lipp silo an expensive high-tech cold-roll-forming 
machine is required to form a 30-40 mm wide continuous spiral-shaped high joint 
around the outside of the silo, which serves the function of strengthening the silo 
structure. 

• Storage problems with paddy in steel silos may be caused by storing paddy with 
too high moisture content, non uniform dried paddy or paddy with a high 
percentage of impurities 

• Loading and unloading of steel silos can be fully mechanized by bucket elevators, 
trough chain conveyors and sweeping augers. 

• Steel bins are available in a wide range of diameter, eave heights and capacities 
• Arranging the silos in row shows certain advantages compared to the 

arrangement in circle 
• Silos should only be used if the following requirements are fulfilled: 

The steel bins should be absolutely waterproof: 

To prevent remoistening of the stored paddy bins should be erected on a 
elevated platform 

Concrete platform should be slightly tilted to allow rain water to drain off 
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Prevention of water penetration from the floor to the stored product by 
incorporation of a vapour barrier 

Flexible silicone sealing between concrete platform and bottom ring prevents 
water penetration into the silo 

The bottom ring should be painted with bitumen 

Sidewall panels have to be sealed in horizontal and vertical direction  with 
sealing cords 

Nuts and bolts have to be fixed with gaskets 

Careful assembly of the sealing between the metal sheets and the sealing 
between nuts and bolts 

Integration of exhaust air fans to remove humid air from the attic 

 The steel bin should withstand mechanical loads 

Empty storage bin and the bin roof has to withstand high wind loads during 
typhoons 

 Walls of the bin have to withstand grain load 

Each model of grain bin and the concrete platform requires individual 
structural analysis which has to fulfil the official standards 

 Bins should be equipped with vertical stiffeners 

 Anchor system has to fasten securely the bin to the foundation 

 Steel sheets and stiffeners have to be assembled with high-grade bolts 

 The subsoil has to be carefully analyzed 

To avoid damage of the silos during unloading the silo should be discharged 
centrically 

The steel bin should be corrosion-resistant 

Corrugated metals sheets, nuts and bolts, stiffeners and all other components 
should be hot dip galvanized. Galvanization should be given priority compared 
to painting. 

Bins should be erected without any welding after galvanizing  

The steel silos should be equipped with an aeration system 

Aeration system should not prevent or hinder mechanical unloading of the bin 
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Flash floors are the most adequate aeration system for newly build silos 

Perforated false floors can be incorporated in existing bins, facilitate uniform 
air flow but require high investment  

Cheap arch bow channels can be easily placed in existing bins but prevent 
mechanical unloading 

 Additional components required 

  Exhaust air fan to remove moist air from the attic 

  Grain distributor to level grain surface 

  Sweeping auger to mechanize unloading 

Lack of Information 

The discussion with the Vietnamese participants showed that there is a lack on 
information about storage of paddy in round outdoor steel silos. The following 
activities are recommended: 

• Assessment of local manufacturers that currently produce silos, dryers and other 
storage facilities. 

• Collect product information materials, e.g. brochures, and information about 
imported technologies 

• Contact rice millers in other tropical countries to get information whether paddy 
could be stored safely in steel silos 

• Organizing a workshop on aeration technology including fan design and testing. 
Preparation of training materials. 

• Low temperature in-storage drying could be an option to solve existing drying 
problems. Since in Vietnam this technology is not yet established a workshop on 
LT-drying of paddy should be organized based on experiences gained with LT-
drying of paddy in the Philippines, at Nong Lam University (NLU) in Vietnam and 
in Thailand. 

• Chilling of grains in bulk storage with cooling machines is the most sophisticated 
natural method to save grain quality and to control insects without use of 
chemicals. Paddy chilling is successfully introduced in Thailand and not yet 
established in Vietnam. A workshop on chilling of paddy should be organized 
based on experiences gained with paddy chilling in tropical countries, at Nong 
Lam University (NLU) in Vietnam. 

General Remarks 
• Vietnam is number two under the rice exporting countries after Thailand. 
• To keep competitive on the world market the quality of milled rice for export 

should fulfil the international quality requirements 
• Reduction of postharvest losses is cheaper than increase of production 
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• Contamination of paddy and milled rice by rat excrements and urine should 
be prevented 

• The government should set up an inspection service for rice mills to control 
the sanitation status in regular intervals 

• Rice mills which with improper sanitation should loos the export licence 
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Appendix 1: Abbreviations 

ADB Asian Development Bank 

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

HCMC Ho Chi Minh City 

HYV High Yielding Variety 

IRRI International Rice Research Institute 

LAMICO Agricultural Machinery Manufacturer 

LT-drying Low temperature drying 

MC Moisture Content 

NGO Non Government Agency 

NLU Long Nam University, Vietnam 

PIPA Participatory Impact Pathway Analysis 

RETA Regional Technical Assistance 

RH Relative Humidity 

SIAEP Southern Institute for Agricultural Engineering and Postharvest 

VIAEP Vietnam Institute of Agricultural Engineering and Postharvest Technology 
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Appendix 2: Schedule of the mission in Vietnam 

TRIP SCHEDULE 

JUNE 26, 2011 

3:00 pm Arrival at Tan Son Nhat Airport, Ho Chi Minh City 

5:30 pm Meeting with Dr. Phan Hieu Hien and Dr. Nguyen Le Hung 

JUNE 27, 2011 

8:30 am Visit to Saigon Satake Rice Mill (Ho Chi Minh City) 

• Storage container with hopper bottom 
• Recirculating Dryer 
• Satake multi-pass milling machines 
• Warehouse storage 

1:45 pm Visit to Song Thuan Rice Mill (Mi Tho City) 

• Disk huller for whitening brown rice 
• Coal-fired recirculating dryer 
• Storage container with hopper bottom 

JUNE 28, 2011  

8:45 am Visit to Song Hau Food Company (Can Tho City) 

• Warehouse storage 
• Steel silos  
• Recirculating tower dryer  

2:45 pm Planning session with Dr. Hien 

• Identification of topics to be presented at the workshop 
• Program flow and people responsible for activities 

JUNE 29, 2011 

  Preparation time for the workshop 

• Dr. Mühlbauer and Mr. Gummert prepare their PowerPoint 
presentations 

• Dr. Hien is in-charge of translations to Vietnamese language 
JUNE 30, 2011 

  Workshop on Paddy Storage for the Mekong Delta 

Morning Session  
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• Introduction of IRRI-ADB Project (M.Gummert) 
• Survey Report of Silo Storage in the Mekong Delta (Dr. Tan) 
• General presentation of Dr. Mühlbauer on Paddy Storage 

Afternoon Session 

• Presentations by Mr. Ha and Dr. Khiem 
• Silo product presentation (Muyang Company) 
• Group discussion of 4 groups 
• Presentation of group discussion 
• Comments from Dr. Mühlbauer 

JULY 1, 2011  

8:00 – 12:00 Technical Presentation of Dr. Mühlbauer  

Attended mostly by machine manufacturers and researchers 

• Dr. Mühlbauer presented various technical topics on storage and 
drying 

• Participants shared their experiences and raised their questions 
about storage and drying 

• Dr. Mühlbauer answered their questions and gave his 
recommendations based from his experiences 

1:00 – 7:00 Travel time from Can Tho City to Ho Chi Minh City with short stopover at 
BuiVanNgo estate 

JULY 2, 2011  

Morning: Sightseeing around HCMC with Dr. Tan 

Final discussion with Dr. Hien and Dr. Tan 

 Afternoon: Travel to Cambodia 

JULY 3, 2011 

9:00 am  Meet with Dr. Meas Pyseth 

 Short visit to Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery 

10:30  Travel to Battambang City 

4:00 pm  Visit to Rice Mill of Mr. Nou Kimsean 

• Self-designed recirculating dryer 
• Rice husk furnace 
• Storage of paddy  
• Multi-pass rice mill  
• Discussion about modifications how to improve the dryer 
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JULY 4, 2011 

8:30 am  Field visit to Balat Village, Battambang 

• Flatbed dryer designed by Nong Lam University, Vietnam 
• Rice husk furnace 
• IRRI Super Bag  
• Flatbed dryer  
• Paddy Storage in Granary  

11:00   Visit to Rice Mill in Kbal Kmouch Village, Battambang 

• Multi-pass rice mill made in Cambodia 
• Wood-fired furnace for flatbed dryer 

1:45 pm Visit to Modern Rice Mill in Battambang 

• Multi-pass rice mill (Sanchu brand made in Taiwan) 
• Wood-fired recirculating dryer 
• Rice husk fired gasifier 

2:30 pm Visit to Bangreng Village 

• Granery for paddy 
• IRRI Super Bag  

4:30 pm Visit to Rice Mill in Sampov area 

• Flatbed is designed 
• Dryer is rice husk fired 
• Multi-pass rice mill 

5:00 pm Visit to Mr. Van Thy  

• Fan blower manufacturer trained in Vietnam 
5:40 pm Visit to Don Bosco School 

• Farm leveling experiment 
JULY 5, 2011 

8:20 am Visit to Dangnot Village, Sdao Commune 

• Corn flatbed dryer uses corn cobs as fuel 
9:25 am Stopover at Corn demo field (Pailin) 

• Showcase of 3 different corn seeds 
9:30 am Visit to Corn Dryer and Mill (Pailin) 

• Corn cob fired recirculating dryer  
• Gasifier  

10:30 am Visit to Grain Storage Demo (Orael Village, Pailin)  

• Granary for corn  
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12:30 pm Stopover at KOGID Corn, Rice and Tapioca Mill 

• Steel silos for corn 
• Belt dryer for ear corn 

1:30 – 7:00 Travel from Battambang to Phnom Penh with stopover at Ton Le Saph  

JULY 6, 2011 

8:00 – 17:00 Report writing at Amber Villa, Phnom Penh 

JULY 7, 2011 

8:30 – 12.00 Meeting with Mr. Sorn Vichet 

14:00 – 16:00 Meeting with Dr. Meas Pyseth at the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fishery. Final Discussion 

JULY 8, 2011 

11:00 Departure Prof. Mühlbauer to Bangkok 

15:00 Departure Christopher Cabardo to Manila 
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Appendix 3: Program of the Workshop on Paddy Storage for the Mekong Delta 

Program  

 
30 June 2011 

Morning  

8h30- 9h00:   Registration  

9h00- 9h10:  Opening  (Dr. Nguyễn Lê Hung).   

9h10- 9h25: Introduction of IRRI-ADB Project (Dipl.Ing. M.Gummert, IRRI) 

9h25- 9h55:  Survey Report of Silo Storage in the Mekong Delta (Dr. Pham 
V.Tan) 

9h55- 11h25:  General presentation (Prof. Dr. Mühlbauer) & translation. 

11h25- 11h55:  General discussion (can be reduced to 15 minutes if above longer) 

12h00- 13h00:  Lunch (near Workshop Venue)   

Afternoon  

13h00- 13h45:   1. Silo storage as requirement for the rice processing industry  

   2. Paddy storage in the value chain to increase farmers' income  

     (1.: Mr. Nguyen The Ha;  2.: Dr. Nguyen Tri Khiem). 

    3. Silo product by Muyang Company. 

13h45- 14h15:   Questions (10 minutes) & Group discussions (4 groups by Sectors)  

14h15- 14h45:   Presentations of group discussion outcome 

14h45- 15h05:   Coffee break  

15h05- 16h00:   Comments by Prof. Mühlbauer and general discussion 

16h00- 16h30:   Wrap-up of the first day (M.Gummert & Nguyen Le Hung). 

1 July 2011 

8h00- 9h45:    Prof. Mühlbauer lectures on technical topics ( + translation) 

9h45- 10h15:   Group discussion (2 – 3 groups of 6- 9 persons/group) 
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10h15- 10h35 Coffee break   

10h35- 11h00:   Presentations of group discussion outcome 

11h00- 12h00:   Comments by Prof. Mühlbauer  and general discussion 

12h00-12h15:    Wrap-up  and Closing  

12h15:   Lunch and farewell. 

Note : The program may be slightly changed according to the discussion outcome. 
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Appendix 4: Presentation: Introduction of IRRI-ADB Postharvest Project 

 



1

Introduction of 
IRRI‐ADB Postharvest Project

Martin Gummert 
Senior Scientist, IRRI

RETA 14: Addressing the pre‐ and postharvest challenges of the rice supply chain
RETA 15: Strategic Research for Sustainable Food and Nutrition Security in Asia

Workshop on paddy storage for the Mekong Delta
June 30, 2011, Can Tho, Vietnam

IRRI’s Postharvest (PH) Projects Framework

Goals: Contribute to food security and poverty reduction

Objectives:
– Reduction of postharvest losses by out-scaling of improved PH management
– Increasing farmers’ incomes
– Strengthening public and private extension
– Policy dialogue for sustainable development of PH sector.

Phases:

2009-20102006 – 2008
PH projects

ADB/JFPR 9036

Piloting in villages

ADB Loan
for out-
scaling??

RETA 13 
Inception 

Phase

2011 2012

RETA 14 Piloting Phase,
29 October 2010 - 30 October 2012

RETA 15 Outscaling Phase,
27. December 2010- 26 December 2012

Outputs of RETA14 ‐ Piloting Phase
1. Technology

Appropriate postharvest technologies and management options developed, and 
are locally produced or distributed.

2. Extension
Agricultural extension and/or advisory services for post‐harvest technology and 
practices that are suited to local country environments developed. 

3. Business models    
Business models for improved postharvest technologies developed and verified 
on a pilot basis.

4. Learning Alliance
Multi stakeholder platforms for a national postharvest network strengthened.

RETA15: Similar with focus on out-scaling

How to Reach out to Thousands of Farmers?

Technology development   Adaptation / verification  Integration Scaling out

Project 
contribution

• Training at IRRI
• Training in country
• Studies
• Facilitation and 

coordination (Learning 
alliances)

• Technology concepts
• Cross country 

technology transfer
• Pilots in selected sites
• Extension 

methodology 
development

• Business model 
development

• Support for local team
• Capture the learning 

and make it available
• Technical PH Team

Activities 
+ 

Learning 
Alliance

Project funding: Activities, not institutions

MarketingMillingStorageDryingHarvesting

Building blocks of the project

Postharvest Chain
with stakeholders from public and private sectors

Machine Harvesting Machine Drying Hermetic Storage Rice mill 
improvement

Marketing
Assistance

Understanding Quality Capacity Building Policy and advocacy

Value chain analysis and business model development

Locations and major focus in 3 countries
May 2011

Philippines
• Agusan del Norte
• Bohol
• Camarines Sur
• Activities in other sites 

(e.g. Rice husk furnace 
• Major focus: Hermetic 

storage verification, 
reversible flow dryer 
piloting

Cambodia
• 6 Provinces: Battambang, 

Kampong Thom, Kampot, Prey 
Veng, Pursat and Takeo 

• 10 villages each province
• Major focus: Business models for 

dryer, combine, hermetic storage

Vietnam
• 5 regions, several sites in each 

region
• Major focus: Documenting 

business models identified in 
previous phase
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National Postharvest Learning Alliances

A multi‐stakeholder platform to identify, share 
and adapt good practices (exchange experiences, 
learn and improve)

– For strengthening capacities
– For generating and documenting outcomes
– For identifying research needs or areas for collaboration
– For informing public and private sector policy decisions 

Plan Act Reflect and 
capture

Sources: B. Douthwaite;  R. Flor; IRRC and ADB projects

Learning alliance meetings
Business model development
Public - private sector linkages

Source: R. Flor

Hermetic sealed storage systems for small scale 
storage

5 t Cocoon

0

6

12

18

0 20 40 60 80
Storage time, days

O
2 

co
nc

en
tr

at
io

n,
 % Claypot

PVC drum lrg
PVC drum sml

Principle
• Special plastic ‐ low oxygen 

permeability

• Biological activity reduces 
oxygen level quickly

• Insects die at low oxygen level
• Plastic prevents moisture 

adsorption

50 kg “Super bag”
Capacity: 50kg

Cost: US$ 1‐5

Generation 1: 
Sealing by twisting

Generation 2: 
Sealing by zip lock

Cambodia Lao PDR“Super bags”

What about large scale storage?

• Many farmers are selling immediately after 
harvest

• High losses in large scale storage / reverse 
processing

• Participatory Impact Pathway Analysis (PIPA) 
workshop participants suggested to look into 
large scale storage

Objectives for the mission

• Assess large scale storage facilities and 
identify problems

• Suggest strategies to address these problems

• Identify what the project can do to help
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Appendix 5: Presentation: Rice production and silo for paddy storage in the Mekong 
Delta 
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RICE PRODUCTION AND SILO FOR PADDY STORAGE RICE PRODUCTION AND SILO FOR PADDY STORAGE 
IN THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA IN THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA 

Seminar on Seminar on ““Paddy Storage for the Mekong DeltaPaddy Storage for the Mekong Delta””, Can Tho City, June 30, 2011, Can Tho City, June 30, 2011

CONTENTCONTENT

I.    Rice production in Vietnam and the Mekong River Delta I.    Rice production in Vietnam and the Mekong River Delta 
(MRD)(MRD)

II.  PostII.  Post--harvest losses of rice in MRD and consequenceharvest losses of rice in MRD and consequence

III. Current rice storage in MRDIII. Current rice storage in MRD

IV. Rice attributesIV. Rice attributes

V. Weather conditions of the southern regionV. Weather conditions of the southern region

VI. Silos for paddy storage in the MRD VI. Silos for paddy storage in the MRD 

PART IPART I

RICE PRODUCTION IN VIETNAM RICE PRODUCTION IN VIETNAM 
& THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA& THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA

ROLES OF RICE IN VIETNAMROLES OF RICE IN VIETNAM

-- Staple food Staple food 
-- Jobs for 63%Vietnam populationJobs for 63%Vietnam population
-- Ensure the national food securityEnsure the national food security
-- Contributions to the world food securityContributions to the world food security
-- Firm base of the processes of the industrialization Firm base of the processes of the industrialization 

and modernization of the countryand modernization of the country

RICE PRODUCTION RICE PRODUCTION 
IN VIETNAM & MRDIN VIETNAM & MRD

* Vietnam
-- Population (mil.): 87.375 (2010)Population (mil.): 87.375 (2010)
-- National land area (mil. hectare): 33National land area (mil. hectare): 33
-- Total land area for rice production (mil. hectare): 3.9Total land area for rice production (mil. hectare): 3.9
-- Total rice sowing area (mil. hectare/year): 7.44Total rice sowing area (mil. hectare/year): 7.44
-- Total paddy output (mil. ton/year): 38.9Total paddy output (mil. ton/year): 38.9
-- Total value of Total value of agriagri. export (. export (bilbil. US$): 19.15 (in 2010). US$): 19.15 (in 2010)
-- Total milled rice for export (Total milled rice for export (mil.tonmil.ton/year): 6.8 (2010)/year): 6.8 (2010)
-- Total value of exported rice (Total value of exported rice (bilbil. US$/y): 3.23 (2010). US$/y): 3.23 (2010)

* MRD
-- Population (mil.): 17.2 (20% of VN population)Population (mil.): 17.2 (20% of VN population)
-- Land area (mil. hectare): 3.9 Land area (mil. hectare): 3.9 
-- Agricultural land area (mil. hectare): 3.8 Agricultural land area (mil. hectare): 3.8 
-- Land area for rice production (mil. hectare): 2.1  Land area for rice production (mil. hectare): 2.1  
-- Rice sowing area (mil. hectare/year): 3.8 Rice sowing area (mil. hectare/year): 3.8 
-- Rice output (mil. ton/year): 20.67 (2008) Rice output (mil. ton/year): 20.67 (2008) 
-- Exported rice: # 95% of the nationally exported riceExported rice: # 95% of the nationally exported rice

RICE PRODUCTION IN VIETNAM RICE PRODUCTION IN VIETNAM 

---38900.02009

8985.411414.218325.538748.02008

8777.810140.817024.135942.72007

8567.49693.917588.235849.52006

8065.110436.217331.635832.92005

8640.010430.917078.036148.92004

8345.39400.816822.734568.82003

8538.99188.716719.634447.22002

8305.68328.415474.432108.42001

8333.38625.015571.232529.52000

Autumn-WinterSummer-Autumn Winter-Spring 

Rice Crops 

Total

National Rice Output (thousand tons)
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PART IIPART II

POSTPOST--HARVEST LOSSES OF RICE HARVEST LOSSES OF RICE 
IN THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA IN THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA 

& CONSEQUENCE& CONSEQUENCE

PHYSICAL POSTPHYSICAL POST--HARVEST LOSSES OF HARVEST LOSSES OF 
RICE IN THE WORLD AND MRD (%)RICE IN THE WORLD AND MRD (%)

17.617.6--26.226.2

66--88

22--66

55

4.64.6--7.27.2

PhilippinesPhilippines

13.713.7

33

2.62.6

4.24.2

0.90.9

33

MRD MRD 
(Vietnam)(Vietnam)

3.93.9--5.65.6661010--3737TotalTotal

0.60.6--22--1010MillingMilling

0.30.3--22--66StorageStorage

----22--55DryingDrying

0.80.8--2.42.4--22--66CleaningCleaning

00--11--77TransportingTransporting

22--11--33HarvestHarvest

JapanJapanIndiaIndiaSoutheast Southeast 
AsiaAsia

StagesStages

Physical post-harvest losses in MRD = 20 mil. tons/year * 13.7% * 5 mil. 

VND/ton)/21,600 VND/USD = 635,000,000 $US/YEAR

PHYSICAL LOSSES OF RICEPHYSICAL LOSSES OF RICE
(# 20.6%)(# 20.6%)

OTHER OTHER 
LOSSES LOSSES 
OF BYOF BY--

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

By-products = 
waste = 50 % ?

MAIN MARKETS MAIN MARKETS 
OF VIET NAM RICE (1989OF VIET NAM RICE (1989--2005)2005)

Asia; 
47,53

Africa; 
25,57

Middle East, 
11.53

America; 
9,68

Euro;
 5,32

Australia;
0,55

• Asia: 47.53 %

• Africa: 25.57 %

• LOW PRICE and UN-SUSTAINABLE markets

COMPARISON IN EXPORT PRICES OF RICE COMPARISON IN EXPORT PRICES OF RICE 
FROM THE WORLD LEADING EXPORTERS  FROM THE WORLD LEADING EXPORTERS  

(2005(2005--2010)2010)
Thousand US$/ ton

(Source: World Bank)
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TWO MAIN MARKETS OF VIETNAM RICE TWO MAIN MARKETS OF VIETNAM RICE 
(1994(1994--2011)2011)

• UN-SUSTAINABLE & LOW PRICE MARKETS

(Source: World Bank)

PATTERN OF EXPORTED RICE PATTERN OF EXPORTED RICE 
BY VIETNAM (2004BY VIETNAM (2004--2010)2010)

• Export by A CERTAIN TIME INTERVAL, but not followed  MARKET FORECAST

FOB price (US$/ton)Export volume (thousand ton)
(Source: World Bank)

UNUN--EQUALITY IN DIVISION OF GAINS EQUALITY IN DIVISION OF GAINS 
BETWEEN FARMERS AND PROCESSORS WITH BETWEEN FARMERS AND PROCESSORS WITH 
EXPORTERS FROM THE PRICE SPIKE OF RICEEXPORTERS FROM THE PRICE SPIKE OF RICE

(in 2008)(in 2008)

Changes in export price of rice (US$/ton)

Gain of rice processors and exporters (US$/ton)

Gain of rice farmers (US$/ton)

(Source: World Bank)

MIXED RATES OF ACHIEVEMENT OF ECONOMIC MIXED RATES OF ACHIEVEMENT OF ECONOMIC 
AND SOCIAL OBJECTIVES RELATED TO MRD RICEAND SOCIAL OBJECTIVES RELATED TO MRD RICE

(Source: World Bank)

PART IIIPART III

CURRENT RICE STORAGE CURRENT RICE STORAGE 
IN THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA IN THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA 

PADDY STORAGE AT FARMSPADDY STORAGE AT FARMS

Temporary storage of paddy at farms in MRD
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ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES OF ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES OF 
CONVENTIONAL PADDY STORAGE CONVENTIONAL PADDY STORAGE ––

SIMPLE METHODSIMPLE METHOD

Conventional storage methods are applied to small scale productiConventional storage methods are applied to small scale production for selfon for self--
consumption, seed or selling.consumption, seed or selling.

* Advantages* Advantages
-- Low investment cost,Low investment cost,
-- Simple in installations,Simple in installations,
-- Easy in use.Easy in use.

* * DisDis--advantagesadvantages
-- Because of the open space, grains could absorb moisture from Because of the open space, grains could absorb moisture from 
surroundings, be invaded or destroyed by insects, rodents of wilsurroundings, be invaded or destroyed by insects, rodents of wild birds.d birds.
-- A quick reduction in grain quality and storage time,A quick reduction in grain quality and storage time,
-- Not suitable to paddy storage for commercial purposes.Not suitable to paddy storage for commercial purposes.

PADDY/MILLED RICE STORAGE OF PADDY/MILLED RICE STORAGE OF 
PRIVATE SECTORPRIVATE SECTOR

Simple warehouses for storage 
of milled rice bags

A total capacity of 1.2 mil. tons, 
mostly simple warehouses/bins for milled rice storage

Bulk milled rice storage bins 
in simple warehouses: 

7 bins x 150 tons/bin

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES AND DIS--ADVANTAGES OF ADVANTAGES OF 
BAG STORAGE IN OPEN SPACESBAG STORAGE IN OPEN SPACES

* Advantages* Advantages
-- Low investment cost,Low investment cost,
-- Easy in installation.Easy in installation.

* * DisDis--advantagesadvantages
-- Because of the open space or semiBecause of the open space or semi--open space, grains could open space, grains could 

absorb moisture from surroundings, be invaded or destroyed absorb moisture from surroundings, be invaded or destroyed 
by insects, rodents of wild birds, by insects, rodents of wild birds, 

-- No controlling temperature of grains during storage,No controlling temperature of grains during storage,
-- Low efficiencies in air ventilation and fumigation,Low efficiencies in air ventilation and fumigation,
-- A quick reduction in grain quality and storage time,A quick reduction in grain quality and storage time,
-- More costs for bags and labors for loading.More costs for bags and labors for loading.

BULK STORAGE WITH INBULK STORAGE WITH IN--STORE DRYING STORE DRYING 
AND FORCED AIR VENTILATIONAND FORCED AIR VENTILATION

Bulk storage with inBulk storage with in--
store drying and store drying and 
forced air forced air 
ventilationventilation

* Advantages* Advantages
-- In comparison with bag storage, the method maintains In comparison with bag storage, the method maintains 

grain quality better,grain quality better,
-- More efficient due to using the same fan for drying More efficient due to using the same fan for drying 

and ventilation,and ventilation,
-- Simple in installation, operation, maintenance and Simple in installation, operation, maintenance and 

repair.repair.
* * DisDis--advantagesadvantages
-- Because of the open space or semiBecause of the open space or semi--open space, grains open space, grains 

could absorb moisture from surroundings, be could absorb moisture from surroundings, be 
invaded or destroyed by insects, rodents of wild invaded or destroyed by insects, rodents of wild 
birds,birds,

-- Need more labors for loading.Need more labors for loading.

PADDY/MILLED RICE STORAGE PADDY/MILLED RICE STORAGE 
OF STATE OWNED SECTOROF STATE OWNED SECTOR

Milled rice bag storage 
in simple warehouses

Paddy bulk bin storage 
in simple warehouses

Silo Tra Noc, cap. of 600 tons*16
= 9,600 tons of rice)

Silo Soc Trang, cap. of 625tons*20
= 12,500 tons of rice)

CAUSES OF LOW EFFICIENCE IN USE CAUSES OF LOW EFFICIENCE IN USE 
OF SILO FOR PADDY STORAGE IN MRDOF SILO FOR PADDY STORAGE IN MRD

-- Designs of silo are not suitable to climate and Designs of silo are not suitable to climate and 
weather conditions of the MRDweather conditions of the MRD

-- InIn--completed silo systems with technical defects,completed silo systems with technical defects,
-- Less knowledge in technology and operation of silo,Less knowledge in technology and operation of silo,
-- Lack of technicians at food companies,Lack of technicians at food companies,
-- Small scale production, small volumes of paddy Small scale production, small volumes of paddy 

with the same variety,with the same variety,
-- A backward postA backward post--harvest technology, harvest technology, 
-- Changes in managing institutions from time to time.Changes in managing institutions from time to time.
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LOSSES CAUSED BY LACKS OF PROPER LOSSES CAUSED BY LACKS OF PROPER 
TECHNOLOGIES AND STORAGE FACILITIESTECHNOLOGIES AND STORAGE FACILITIES

-- Physical and quality losses for paddy and reduction in Physical and quality losses for paddy and reduction in 
profit of farmers,profit of farmers,

-- Reduction in competitiveness of Vietnam rice,Reduction in competitiveness of Vietnam rice,
-- Less active in trading activities of food companies and Less active in trading activities of food companies and 

exporters,exporters,
-- No equality in divisions of profit between farmers and No equality in divisions of profit between farmers and 

other actors in the rice supply chain.other actors in the rice supply chain.

PART IVPART IV

RICE ATTRIBUTES RICE ATTRIBUTES 

PADDY STRUCTUREPADDY STRUCTURE
(LIVING MATERIAL)(LIVING MATERIAL)

CHEMICAL ELEMENTS OF RICECHEMICAL ELEMENTS OF RICE

Brown rice Milled rice Rice bran

Moisture 
content (%)

13-14 13-14 13-14

Starch (%)

Amylose

68-70 80 9

28-30 33 6

Protein (%) 6-8 6-7 14

Lipid 3 1 20

Cellulose 2-3 0.5 25

Ash 1-1.5 0.5 9-10

RESPIRATION OF HARVESTED PADDY RESPIRATION OF HARVESTED PADDY 
AND BROWN RICEAND BROWN RICE

+ After harvest, paddy is still a living material.+ After harvest, paddy is still a living material.
+ It still respirates to live.+ It still respirates to live.

CC66HH1212OO66 + 6O+ 6O22 = 6CO= 6CO22 + 6H+ 6H22O + 677. 2 CalO + 677. 2 Cal

EFFECTS OF QUALITY & INITIAL CONDITIONS EFFECTS OF QUALITY & INITIAL CONDITIONS 
OF PADDY ON STORAGE QUALITYOF PADDY ON STORAGE QUALITY

+ Damaged grains have higher respiration rate and + Damaged grains have higher respiration rate and 
are vunerable to attacks of insects or molds,are vunerable to attacks of insects or molds,

+ Foreign materials like straw, dust, soil, stone, + Foreign materials like straw, dust, soil, stone, 
animal excrements, etc., could be contaminated animal excrements, etc., could be contaminated 
with diseases, mold and could spread them with diseases, mold and could spread them 
through out the storage.through out the storage.

+ Non+ Non--uniformity in maturity, size, etc. of grains uniformity in maturity, size, etc. of grains 
could cause obstacles for ventilation and cooling could cause obstacles for ventilation and cooling 
during storage.during storage.
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PART VPART V

WEATHER CONDITIONS WEATHER CONDITIONS 
OF THE SOUTHERN REGION OF THE SOUTHERN REGION 

NATURAL CONDITIONS IN THE SOUTHERN NATURAL CONDITIONS IN THE SOUTHERN 
AREA AFFECTING PADDY STORAGEAREA AFFECTING PADDY STORAGE

30-40100-
120

260-
275

300-
320

270-
280

270-
285

290-
310

200-
23015-255-100-155-15

Rainfall
(mm)

68-7274-7577-8078-8077-7879-8077-7871-7260-6358-6356-6661-69

Relative 
humidity of 
natural air
(RH) (%)

31-2131-2331-2424-3124-3224-3225-3225-3426-3524-3423-3321-32
Air 

temperature
(oC)

121110987654321Months 
in year

EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE 
AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY ON MOISTURE CONTENT AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY ON MOISTURE CONTENT 

OF STORAGE PADDYOF STORAGE PADDY
* Equilibrium Moisture Content (EMC) of paddy in storage* Equilibrium Moisture Content (EMC) of paddy in storage

Envi. relative humidity
Environmental temp.(oC)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
FOR STORAGE OF PADDY IN MRDFOR STORAGE OF PADDY IN MRD

Moist
Germination

InsectInsect

Germination & 
insect

Good storage zone 

Moist & germination

Germination

Paddy temp. (oC)

MC of paddy 
(%)

PART VIPART VI

SILOS FOR PADDY STORAGE SILOS FOR PADDY STORAGE 
IN THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA IN THE MEKONG RIVER DELTA 

PURPOSES OF REQUIREMENTS PURPOSES OF REQUIREMENTS 
OF PADDY STORAGEOF PADDY STORAGE

+ Establish proper conditions to reduce + Establish proper conditions to reduce 
respiration rate of paddy,respiration rate of paddy,

+ Prevent losses due to rodents, insects, mold, + Prevent losses due to rodents, insects, mold, 
etc.,etc.,

+ Preserve seed for next crops,+ Preserve seed for next crops,
+ Prolong time for consumption,+ Prolong time for consumption,
+ Expand its market,+ Expand its market,
+ Wait for higher selling price,+ Wait for higher selling price,
+ Ensure national food security.+ Ensure national food security.
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REQUIREMENT OF PADDY MOISTURE REQUIREMENT OF PADDY MOISTURE 
CONTENTS FOR GOOD STORAGECONTENTS FOR GOOD STORAGE

> 18> 18

14 14 -- 1818

1414

9 9 -- 1313

< 9< 9

Requirement of Requirement of 
paddy MC (%) paddy MC (%) 

Quick spoilage of paddy Quick spoilage of paddy 

Storage time Storage time frfr. 2 to 3 weeks . 2 to 3 weeks 

For highest milling yield For highest milling yield 

Storage time Storage time frfr. 8 to 12 months . 8 to 12 months 

Storage time > 1 year Storage time > 1 year 

Purposes & time for storage Purposes & time for storage 

PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS FOR 
GOOD STORAGE OF PADDYGOOD STORAGE OF PADDY

-- Prevent invasion of rodents, insects and wild birds,Prevent invasion of rodents, insects and wild birds,
-- Restrict moisture absorption of storage paddy,Restrict moisture absorption of storage paddy,
-- There are equipment for removing moist and heat out There are equipment for removing moist and heat out 

of the storage space.of the storage space.

PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS 
FOR GOOD STORAGE OF PADDY FOR GOOD STORAGE OF PADDY 

-- Minimize respiration of the grains,Minimize respiration of the grains,
-- Transporting equipment mustnTransporting equipment mustn’’t cause damages for the grains t cause damages for the grains 

and could be cleaned themselves,and could be cleaned themselves,
-- There are weighing machines at receiving place,There are weighing machines at receiving place,
-- There are equipment for unThere are equipment for un--loading and removing completely loading and removing completely 

grains at the silo bottom when grains at the silo bottom when neccessaryneccessary..

A belt conveyor on the top of rectangular silos

Chain conveyors on the top of round silos

PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS FOR 
GOOD STORAGE OF PADDY GOOD STORAGE OF PADDY 

-- There are paddy sampling equipment for evaluating quality of There are paddy sampling equipment for evaluating quality of 
input paddy,input paddy,

-- There are equipment for cleaning input paddy,There are equipment for cleaning input paddy,
-- There are dryers to ensure MC of input paddy,There are dryers to ensure MC of input paddy,
-- There are equipment for detecting and controlling storage There are equipment for detecting and controlling storage 

temperature during storage time.temperature during storage time.

Unloading auger at bottom of a round siloUnloading and cleaning auger at bottom of a round silo

PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS FOR 
GOOD STORAGE OF PADDY GOOD STORAGE OF PADDY 

Systems for ventilation, unloading grains and cleaning bottom of the rectangular silos

PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS 
FOR GOOD STORAGE OF PADDYFOR GOOD STORAGE OF PADDY

+ There are equipment for chemical treatment of input + There are equipment for chemical treatment of input 
paddy or fumigation of the paddy during storage,paddy or fumigation of the paddy during storage,

+ Convenience in maintenance and repair. + Convenience in maintenance and repair. 

A sprayer for chemical treatment of input paddy
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-- Rice processors have to have dryers, silos for paddy storage Rice processors have to have dryers, silos for paddy storage 
and singleand single--stage rice milling lines,stage rice milling lines,

-- If having out of date milling technology If having out of date milling technology Must improve,Must improve,
-- If new investment If new investment must use new milling technology,must use new milling technology,
-- Government should offer significant supports to rice Government should offer significant supports to rice 

processors in investment of new equipment or in processors in investment of new equipment or in 
technological improvement,technological improvement,

-- Reduce or exempt taxes for investments of new technology,Reduce or exempt taxes for investments of new technology,
-- Organize technology training courses,Organize technology training courses,
-- Establish a paddy price stabilizing fund to encourage Establish a paddy price stabilizing fund to encourage 

buying and storage of paddy,buying and storage of paddy,
-- Provide more export quota to rice processors having proper Provide more export quota to rice processors having proper 

rice postrice post--harvest technology. harvest technology. 

SUGGESTIONS WITH APPLICATION OF SUGGESTIONS WITH APPLICATION OF 
NEW POSTNEW POST--HARVEST TECHNOLOGYHARVEST TECHNOLOGY

OTHER ADDITIONAL SOLUTIONS TO OTHER ADDITIONAL SOLUTIONS TO 
POSTPOST--HARVEST LOSSES OF RICE IN MRDHARVEST LOSSES OF RICE IN MRD

-- Irrigation systems should be suitable to rural transporting Irrigation systems should be suitable to rural transporting 
systems,systems,

-- Level rice fields and enlarge the rice farm size,Level rice fields and enlarge the rice farm size,
-- Give financial supports to manufacturers of farm machinery Give financial supports to manufacturers of farm machinery 

to upto up--grade manufacturing technology,grade manufacturing technology,
-- Encourage farmer groups to buy more farm machinery,Encourage farmer groups to buy more farm machinery,
-- Provide training courses to manufacturers, mechanical Provide training courses to manufacturers, mechanical 

servicing groups, users of farm machinery and farmers,servicing groups, users of farm machinery and farmers,
-- Build up and multiply models of rice land,Build up and multiply models of rice land,
-- Establish equal and sustainable alliances between farmers Establish equal and sustainable alliances between farmers 

and other actors in the rice supply chain,and other actors in the rice supply chain,
-- UpUp--grade information systems of technology and market in grade information systems of technology and market in 

rural areas.rural areas.

THANK YOUTHANK YOU

VERY MUCHVERY MUCH

SUGGESTIONS ON A PROPER RICE TECHNOLOGY SUGGESTIONS ON A PROPER RICE TECHNOLOGY 
AND A RICE SUPPLY CHAIN IN THE MEKONG DELTAAND A RICE SUPPLY CHAIN IN THE MEKONG DELTA

After being harvested, paddy at MC of 18-25%
is transported to silos within 12 to 24 hrs

Paddy is received, sampled for quality evaluation and buying, 
then loaded into silos. Paddy MC of 18– 25 %

Paddy is dried until MC of 13-14% and seperated of soil, stones,…

Paddy at MC of 13-14% is loaded into silos after being fumigated.
Because of temperature control, storage time of paddy is up to 12 months

Whole rice

Loading rice out of the milling plants for export

Large broken rice

Weighing and mixing of rice

Husking

APPROPRIATE RICE TECHNOLOGY              PROPER RICE SUPPLY CHAIN

Farmers and 
rice middlemen

Rice business/ 
companies responsible 
for rice drying, storage 
and processing

Whitening

Polishing

Sorting

Small broken rice

Rice sampling for quality control

Weighing and packaging

BENEFIT OF BENEFIT OF 
THE NEW SILO SYSTEM OF PADDY COMPARED WITH THE NEW SILO SYSTEM OF PADDY COMPARED WITH 

THE CURRENT PADDY STORAGETHE CURRENT PADDY STORAGE
(Based on 10 mil. (Based on 10 mil. tonnestonnes of paddy or 5 mil. of paddy or 5 mil. tonnestonnes of rice)of rice)

180,000,000/y180,000,000/y
earear

Total profit gained from Total profit gained from 
storing paddy in silostoring paddy in silo

--80,000,00080,000,00010,000,00010,000,00088Cost of drying paddy to 13%wb Cost of drying paddy to 13%wb 
after harvestafter harvest

260,000,000260,000,000Sub totalSub total

40,000,00040,000,000800,000800,0005050Increased value due to quality Increased value due to quality 
improvement of rice branimprovement of rice bran

70,000,00070,000,000350,000350,000200200Increased value due to reduction Increased value due to reduction 
of broken rice ratio, about 7% of of broken rice ratio, about 7% of 
rice massrice mass

150,000,000150,000,0005,000,0005,000,00030 30 Increased value due to quality Increased value due to quality 
improvement of exported riceimprovement of exported rice

Total increased Total increased 
value (USD)value (USD)

Amount Amount 
(ton)(ton)

Increased value Increased value 
(USD/ton)(USD/ton)

ItemsItems

INVESTMENT CALCULATIONINVESTMENT CALCULATION
OF A SILO SYSTEM OF 4 MIL. TONNES IN MRDOF A SILO SYSTEM OF 4 MIL. TONNES IN MRD

I.  INVESTMENT COST OF A 10,000I.  INVESTMENT COST OF A 10,000--TONTON--SILOSILO
+ Cost of silo manufacture+ Cost of silo manufacture 450,000 USD450,000 USD
+ Cost of silo base+ Cost of silo base 150,000 USD150,000 USD
+ Cost of design+ Cost of design 20,000 USD20,000 USD
+ Cost of transportation and installation + Cost of transportation and installation 80,000 USD80,000 USD
+ Cost of office buildings                                 + Cost of office buildings                                 200,000 USD200,000 USD
+ Cost of land+ Cost of land 120,000 USD120,000 USD
+ Cost of others                                           + Cost of others                                           20,000 USD20,000 USD

------------------------------------
Total costs:Total costs: 1,040,000 USD1,040,000 USD

II. TOTAL INVESTMENT COST OF THE SILO SYSTEM IN MRDII. TOTAL INVESTMENT COST OF THE SILO SYSTEM IN MRD
If total storage capacity of 1 silo/year = 2.5 x its capIf total storage capacity of 1 silo/year = 2.5 x its capacity, MRD will need a silo acity, MRD will need a silo 
system of 4,000,000 system of 4,000,000 mil.tonnesmil.tonnes for storage of 10,000,000 for storage of 10,000,000 tonnestonnes of commercial of commercial 
paddy/yr. paddy/yr. 

It is equal to It is equal to 400 silos of 10,000 400 silos of 10,000 tonnestonnes of paddyof paddy
The total investment cost: 400 silos x 1,040,000 UThe total investment cost: 400 silos x 1,040,000 USD/silo = SD/silo = 416,000,000 USD416,000,000 USD

Total profit gained from the new silo system within thTotal profit gained from the new silo system within the first 2 years (180,000,000 e first 2 years (180,000,000 
USD x 2 = 360,000,000 USD) is nearly enough to pay back for the USD x 2 = 360,000,000 USD) is nearly enough to pay back for the investment investment 
capital of the silo system of 10,000,000 capital of the silo system of 10,000,000 tonnestonnes of commercial paddy/year in MRDof commercial paddy/year in MRD
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INVESTMENT CALCULATIONINVESTMENT CALCULATION
OF A NEW RICE PROCESSING PLANT OF 10TONNES/HROF A NEW RICE PROCESSING PLANT OF 10TONNES/HR
I.  INVESTMENT COST OF DRYER (Cap. of 20I.  INVESTMENT COST OF DRYER (Cap. of 20--24 24 tonnestonnes/hr)/hr)

+ Cost of 2 paddy dryers of 10+ Cost of 2 paddy dryers of 10--12tonnes/hr : 100,000 USD/dryer x 2 =12tonnes/hr : 100,000 USD/dryer x 2 = 200,000 USD200,000 USD
+ Cost of transportation and installation                  + Cost of transportation and installation                  20,000 USD20,000 USD
+ Cost of land                                             + Cost of land                                             15,000 USD15,000 USD
+ Cost of others                                           + Cost of others                                           10,000 USD10,000 USD

----------------------------------------
Sub total:Sub total: 245,000 USD     (1)245,000 USD     (1)

II. INVESTMENT COST OF 1 SILO (Cap. of 10,000 II. INVESTMENT COST OF 1 SILO (Cap. of 10,000 tonnestonnes)                                      1,040,000 USD    (2))                                      1,040,000 USD    (2)

III. INVESTMENT COST OF 1 RICE PROCESSING LINE (10III. INVESTMENT COST OF 1 RICE PROCESSING LINE (10--12 12 tonnestonnes/hr)/hr)
+ Cost of 1 rice processing line of 10+ Cost of 1 rice processing line of 10--12tonnes/hr                                                     12tonnes/hr                                                     370,000 USD370,000 USD
+ Cost of transportation and installation                  + Cost of transportation and installation                  80,000 USD80,000 USD
+ Cost of land                                             + Cost of land                                             50,000 USD50,000 USD
+ Cost of others+ Cost of others 20,000 USD20,000 USD

--------------------------------------
Sub total:                                                      Sub total:                                                      520,0520,000 USD     (3)00 USD     (3)

TOTAL INVESTMENT COST: (1) + (2) + (3) = 1,805,000 USTOTAL INVESTMENT COST: (1) + (2) + (3) = 1,805,000 USDD

IV. CAPITAL INVESTMENT FROM THE GOVERNMENTIV. CAPITAL INVESTMENT FROM THE GOVERNMENT

40,000 40,000 Bil.VNDBil.VND # # 2.0 2.0 BilBil. USD. USD MORE THAN ENOUGH !!!!*MORE THAN ENOUGH !!!!*
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ADB RETA No. 6489: Bringing about a Sustainable Agronomic Revolution in Rice Production in Asia by 
Reducing Preventable Pre- and Postharvest Losses 

 

Survey of silo storage in Southern Provinces of Viet Nam 
Phan Hiếu Hiền, Phạm Văn Tấn, Nguyễn Văn Xuân,  

Nguyễn Văn Hùng, Vũ Công Khanh 

Introduction  
Bulk storage of grain in silo is a widespread method used in many countries.  In 
Viet Nam since the 1980's some dozens of silo were installed for rice but not used 
quite successfully. Currently, in Ho Chi Minh City, Binh-Duong and Dong-Nai 
Provinces, several silos are still in use mainly for imported grains. 

"Looking back experience for new knowledge".  Thus, investigating the history and 
current status of installed silos may help in identifying the problems to be solved.  
This leads to maintain the advantages and to avoid the drawbacks and to serve as 
guidelines to future silo storage. 

For the above objective, in May and June 2011, a group of researchers involved  in the 
IRRI-ADB Post-harvest Project (Vietnamese component) organized several silo 
survey trips, mainly in the Mekong Delta of Viet Nam, and later up to August 2011 to 
some other places in the Southeastern Provinces.  The methods consist of interviewing 
people who were or are involved in managing and operating the silos; interviewing 
indirect people who are knowledgeable with the topics; and in-field observations of 
these silos. 

Following is the synthesis of these surveys. Detailed notes and pictures were recored 
(Nguyễn Văn Hùng et.al 2011), but in this report, in order to avoid effects (whether 
positive or negative) to industrial businesses, coded names instead of real names of 
these 11 silo installations will  be stated as follows: 

XAsk,  XBsn,  XCsg,  XDtn,  XEbv,  XFuh,  XGdt,  XHcp, XIdn,  XJbm,  XKbd.   

Definition  of silo 
There are different definition of silo, One is a 
warehouse containing bulk materials (Richey, 1961; 
Wikipedia, 2010). Another definition (Reimbert, 
1961) for grain storage, when H > 0.7 B and grain is 
contained, not lying based on its angle of repose a  
35o (Figure 1). 

For simplification and easier to rembember H > B.  Thus, in this Report, "Silo" is 
defined as a bulk grain-containing facility where the height H is greater than the 
smallest base dimension B .  This is a general definition, disregarding details such as 

Figure 1:  Geometry for defining a 
silo  
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whether in-door or outdoor, with or without aeration, with or without mechanical 
handling equipment.  If B > H, we call it a grain warehouse. However, there should 
some lower limit: a grain box of 0,5-m base and 0,6-m height can hardly called silo.  
At least, a silo should have dimension B  3 m. 

Silo types  
Presently, in Viet Nam there are 3 types of silos (Figure 2):   

 

(a): XDtn  

 

(a): XHcp, 2000 ton 

(a) XCsg, 620 ton 

 

(b): XKbd, 8000 ton  

 

(c): XBst, 1400 ton  

 

(c): XEbv, 150 ton 

Figure 2:  Three types of silo in Viet Nam: 
(a): Steel silo, outdoor;    (b) Concrete silo, outdoor;    (c): Steel silo, in-door  
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(a) Outdoor Steel Silo: quite a few, such as XCsg, XDtn, XHcp, XIdn, XJbm 
(Figure 2). 

(b) Outdoor Concrete Silo:  less popular, with a few installed after 2007, for example 
XKbd. 

(c) In-door Steel Silo: XAsk was installed long ago (prior to 1990), the majority such 
as XBsn, XEbv were installed in the last 5 years, and mainly for milled rice.  

Grain types stored in silos 

Paddy 

In our field trip, we hardly found a silo with paddy. One exception was XAsk, with 16 
silos of 800 ton each; and 3-4 silos were filled with paddy.  This is a special case for 
milling to supply to nearby markets in Ho Chi Minh City (Figure 3).  Reasons for not 
storing paddy in silos stem from drawbacks of a chain of post-harvest operations: 

- Farmers do not store large quantity of paddy; usually they sell paddy right after a 
harvest,  they just store a few tons waiting for sale, or just some hundred kg for 
seeding next crop.  Besides, they do not own any silo, due to limited capital.   

- Many traders and rice milliers do not store paddy. They buy paddy, mill, and sell 
right away.  Milled rice are sold to domestic markets; and brown rice to re-
processing export companies.   

- Food export companies do not store paddy, since their process starts with brown 
rice. Only a few companies that want to mix dry-season-harvest rice with wet-
season-harvest rice (in order to "improve" the low-quality wet-season rice) then 
store a small quantity of dry-season paddy for more than 6 months. 

 

a.  XAsk, 800 ton viewed from outside b.  XAsk, inside view with paddy  
Figure 3:  XAsk, storing paddy  
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Milled rice  

Presently, most in-door steel silos are storing rice (SBsn, XEbv...), whether brown rice 
for re-processing or white milled rice for export companies.  Thus the waiting time 
usually does not last more than three months. These silos belong to rice mills  dealing 
with rice export companies of Viet Nam; all these rice mills are equipped with this 
type of silo.   

Corn, soybean meal  

Feed processing companies usually import large quantity of corn and soybean meal, 
thus they are equipped with large-scale silos of 1000- 8000 ton for storing these 
materials (Figure 2, XHcp, XKbd).  These silos are made of steel or concrete, and 
equipped with aeration system and material handling devices.   

Wheat   

Wheat companies import large quantity of grain, 
process and supply to bread-making businesses 
(Figure 4, XJbm).  The wheat silo we visited is steel 
silos with loading /unloading equipment, but 
without aeration because wheat was usually stored 
for less than one month before milling.   

Technical issues with silos  

Aeration  

Silos installed in the 1980's either do not have 
aeration systems or were equipped with 
under-capacity ones (XAsk, XDtn, XCsg).  These 
silos are suitable for cold and temperate climate. For 
tropical conditions in Viet Nam, they failed, 
especially outdoor steel silos. 

From 1997 to 2007, XGdt applied aeration in storing seed paddy.  Although not 
following exactly the above definition of silo (the paddy height was 2.5 m, while the 
base was 4 m), this "silo" together with other bulk warehouses from 1995 to 2001 was 
tested, which helped to confirm the possibilities and advantages of the aerated storage 
under Vietnames climatic conditions (Phan H.Hiền, N.H.Tâm, 2004) at the production 
scale. Results has shown that seed quality (germination rate) was good after 7 months; 
milling quality (head rice yield, whiteness...) was high after 11 months; while paddy 
stored in bags, germination rate decreased after 5 months, paddy for milling turned 
yellow after 7 months.  For paddy with only 3-month storage, there was no difference 
between bag and bulk storage.  These findings were understandable with climatic 
conditions in the Mekong Delta (Phạm N.Toản, P.T.Đắc 1993) 

Figure 4:  Silo (XJbm) for wheat  
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Figure 5:  Seed paddy in "silo" XGdt (Picture taken in 2009) 

Some silos installed prior to 1995 (XAsk, XDtn, XCsg) were observed to be improperly 
aerated, while recently installed silos for milled rice (XBsn, XEbv, XFuh) have no 
aeration equipment.  This is acceptable if milled rice is stored for less than one month.  
But for paddy stored for more than 4 months, especially with outdoor steel silos,  
grain yellowing is inevitable under moist tropical climatic conditions. 

The aeration system of XCsg (Figure 7) consists of parallel, underground rectangular 
ducts at the bottom.  Even so, incident occurred which resulted in yellowing of about 
40 tons of paddy at the surface, because the operator was not trained in maintaining 
required interval and duration of aeration times. 

On the other hand, corn silo XHcp for feed milling has a complete aeration system, 
which could be served as a good model. A storage time of 8 months is no problem.  
Each 2000-ton silo has two 5-HP fans at 2900 rpm.  There are 11 sensors for 
temperature monitoring; if the grain temperature exceeds that of ambient air by 5 oC, 
then the aeration motors start, notwithstanding the normal weekly aeration of 2- 4 
hours. 

Loading / unloading  and mechanical equipment 

Loading  

All surveyed silos have loading equipment, usually a mix of auger or bucket elevator 
with horizontal chain or belt conveyor.  A few older silos (XDtn, XCsg...) as well as 
other silos (although not under survey, but we noted in the past) were installed too far 
from river banks (Figure 6a). The horizontal conveyor were more than one hundred 
meters long, which increased the investment and operating costs. 

Recently (2005-2011) private rice mills near river banks installed simpler loading 
devices, consisting of an auger to "suck" paddy grain from the boat and pouring on a 
belt conyeyor to the processing area or for storage (Figure 6b).  If the boat brings 
paddy in bags, these bags are manually loaded on the conveyor to the rice mill area 
(Figure 6c). 
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a.  b.

 
Figure 6:   
a.  A loading system which is complicated 
     and long.   
 
 b.  An auger to "suck" paddy grain from the boat 
     and pouring on a conyeyor to the rice mill 
 
c. An inclined belt conveyor for rice bags  
    from the river bank c.

Unloading  

From 1980 to 1990, silos were installed 
assuming that local labor was cheap, 
thus besides natural unloading by 
gravity, the remaining unloading would 
be manually (XCsg, XDtn...).  
Consequently, with pretty large quantity 
of remaining grain, about 200 tons of a 
600-silo, it was unmanageable as it 
might need one hundred laborers for the 
task. 

Silo XAsk used pneumatic unloading 
with a 22-HP fan (Figure 3a) resulted in 
high energy requirement and time-consuming. Unloading 800 tons took more than 3 
days. 

Recently-installed silos for milled rice (XBsn, XEbv..., Figure 2c) used horizontal belt 
conveyor with grain falling from spouts to the silo bottom; they look simple and 
effective.   

Issues in drying paddy before entering the silo 
In principle, paddy entering the silo should be properly dried, with moisture content 
(MC) under 14% for good storage.  Silos installed prior to 1990 were equipped with 
columnar dryers. Actually, these dryers were for "re-drying" in case the input paddy 

Figure 7:  Unloading from the bottom of XCsg 
silo (the aeration duct is seen at the lower left; 

there are 4 parallel ducts) 
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was pretty wet, say with MC of 17%. They dried "a few hundreds tons per year".  
Thus they were not suitable for drying newly harvested paddy.  Most used diesel 
burner, thus increased the drying cost greatly. 

  

a.              b. 
Figure 8:  a.  The air-reversible flat-bed dryer. 
     b.  The columnar dryer for milled,  
           with heat from coal furnace. 

Learning from these experiences, recently silos (XGdt, XEbv) were equipped with flat-
bed dryers using rice husk furnaces, either loose rice husk or rice husk briquette 
(Figure 8a).  Drawbacks of these dryers are non-uniformity of the final MC. Thus in-
storage drying is required at the begining of storage.  The fan is operated for 2- 4 days 
depending on the grain MC while the ambient air RH is low (between 10 AM to 
4 PM).  Another way is to dry grain to MC lower than required, as  XGdt did with 
seed paddy.   

Some rice re-processing mills (such as XBsn, XDtn) installed dryers for milled rice 
using heat from coal. They followed a "reversed process" that no developed countries 
applied: milling paddy at high MC of 16- 19%, and drying this milled rice down to 
14% before storage or export. 

In short, technical issue of drying paddy before entering silo has not been considered 
thoroughly. High quality storage could not be achieved if input paddy does not have 
the required MC (LSU 1947, Loewer et.al 1994).  We need to consider dryer as an 
integral part of the silo system (Sinha 1973). 

The problem of different rice varieties in a silo 
A silo should not contain several rice varieties, as no milling can produce high quality 
rice from that paddy batch. Input paddy for a silo should be from a single varierty.  
Thus the problem has shifted from mechanics to agronomy; large-production scale is 
not only for a 3000-ton silo, but also how these 3000 tons come from a single variety. 
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This explained why large capacity silos such as XHcp, XJbm, XKbd are working 
effectively, they contain  uniform batches of imported grains. 

With this consideration in mind, silo for paddy storage in Vietnam should not be too 
big, at least in the next 10 years; since the field production to reach 1000 tons of 
paddy of the same variety harvested in almost the same dates from 150 farmers would 
be difficult.  Maybe silo modules should start at 500 tons, in paralell with re-
organizing the production so as to obtain uniform harvest batches.  For seed storage, 
the silo capacity would be even smaller, perhaps 20 - 100 tons. 

Investment for silo 
Investment for silos before 1990 was expensive, about US$500 per ton, probably due 
to several items of a donor's program.  Even with XCsg invested by domestic funds, 
the investment using 1988 price was 60 million franc for about 12000-ton capacity. 

Silos for corn or soybean imported for feed milling, with foreign investment and 
installed in the last 5- 10 years, were also with fairly high investment, 
US$300- 400/ton including auxiliary equipment, depending on sizes and materials 
(steel or concrete). 

Presently, what is the acceptable limit for silo investment per ton?  There was not any 
large survey for this question.  However, we would recommend some estimation. For 
example in XBsn silo, the cost of the building is 0.8 million VND per ton, and the cost 
for in-door silo is 1.6 millions VND per ton. This resulted in 2.4 millions VND per 
ton.  Thus an investment equal to or below this figure, namely about US$120 per ton, 
would be acceptable #.  This fairly low price is still a headache for many investors. It 
is both an opportunity and challenge for post-harvest research to meet the demand for 
lowering the investment cost.   

 

The economics of silo storage 
This part is to estimate the storage cost with silo, in comparison with other methods, 
for example with bag storage. 

Storage cost by silo 

How much does it cost for storing one ton of paddy in a fixed period, say 6 months?  
The exact answer for silos in Viet Nam has yet to be found, because very few 
installations store paddy, including temporary storage and using available existing 
facilities. Silos of imported corn or soybean operated for more than 10 years surely 
have the answer, but the information is kept within each company's circle, thus is 
difficult to obtain. 

                                              
#   1 US$    20 000 VND  (July 2011). 
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Thus, we can at most estimate based on the following data (also with some assumed 
data for illustration, and assume a storage period of 6 months): 

- Depreciation for investment, if invested with US$200 per ton, spread over 20 years 
  =$10 / ton /year= 200 VND /kg/year = 100 VND /kg /6 months. 

- Interest for bank loans of the investment (assumed in normal economic conditions, 
with 12% interest rate)   = 0.5 * 200 * 12/100 = US$12 /ton /year  
  = 240 000 VND /ton /year= 120 VND/kg /6 month 

- Operating cost (power for aeration, labor for attendance):  50 VND / kg 
/6 months 

- Interest for bank loans of paddy purchase for 6 months  
(assuming the price of 1 kg paddy is 5000 VND, and interest rate is 1% per 
month): 
  = 5000 * (1/100) * 6 = 300 VND  

Table 1 summarizes the above estimates:   

    Table 1:   Cost of storage of one kg of paddy in 6 months 

No Item VND/kg % 

1 Depreciation for investment 100 17,5 

2 Bank interest for investment 120 21,1 

3 Operating  costs  50  8,8 

4 Bank interest for paddy purchase 300 52,6 

 Total 570 100% 

 Note:  The sum of two interest items (2 and 4) = 420 VND/kg, or 73,7% of the total. 

In spite of being just an estimate, Table 1 can point to the nature of the problems.  
Bank interests are the most heavy burden of storage, and take 3/4 of the total storage 
cost, and push various technical problems into secondary background. Thus, if the 
Government wishes to reach effective-scale production, besides supporting field 
production, also they have to support silo storage by providing low interest rates, 
similar to the annual zero-interest support of thousands of billions VND for food 
companies to buy rice.   

The economic benefits from silo storage include:  sale of paddy at higher price 
compared to that of the peak harvest time, reduction of labor and increase of reliability 
thanks to mechanized handling, simpler fumigation for long-term storage, reduction of 
land space and shed.  However, these benefits should be quantified through some pilot 
model. 

While not yet enjoying the interest rate support, the rice businessman only thinks of 
paddy storage if the value of that 1 kg of paddy would increase by 570 VND through 
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the milling process, or through a sale point at high sale price.  While the paddy is not 
yet uniform in variety, and while the rice market is difficult to predict, hardly any 
businessman wants to venture. 

Cost of silo storage compared with bag storage 

Using the 2011 price level, one 50-kg bag package costs 6000 VND, assuming re-
using twice, then the packaging cost is 60 VND/kg.  If the handling labor is 
20 000 VND/ton/trip, then the labor cost for both loading and unloading is 
40 VND/kg.  Total cost = 60+40 = 100 VND /kg, which is cheaper than the silo 
storage cost of 270 VND/kg paddy (Items 1, 2, 3 in Table 1).  This low-cost advantage 
is a trade-off with the following:   

- Difficulty in organizing and managing the labor force for large quantity of some 
hundreds tons per day. 

- Spillage of grain along the handling path. 

- Added cost for pallets and building space. 

- Cost of packaging raw material (plastic) takes about 2/3 of the bag value, or about 
4000 VND/bag.  This is a petroleum-derived product, imported using foreign 
currency.  After use, each bag is about 130 grams of refuse, which is hardly 
degradable and thus is an environmental threat. 

- Most important, bag storage in warm and humid climate of Viet Nam decreases 
grain quality after 4 months of storage. If the sale price of yellowed paddy is lower 
by 10%, or equivalent to 500 VND/kg, then the difference between the two 
methods of silo and bag storage (270 – 100  = 170 VND/kg) would favor the silo 
storage.  Note again that favored result can be obtained only when the entire silo 
contains a single variety. 

Summary of advantages and drawbacks of silo storage in Viet Nam  

Advantages 

+ Storage with large quantity and high productivity 

+ Assurance of quality preservation after a long time (6 months- 1 year) using the 
proper aeration technique and monitoring; while in bag storage quality declining 
after 4 months due to warm and humid climatic conditions. 

+ Decrease of packaging cost and labor cost thanks to mechanized handling.   

+ Decrease in storage losses due to rodents, pests or mould compared with bag 
storage. 

+ Decrease of total costs compared to bag storage. 

+ More convenience in business activities of food companies, especially rice 
exporters 
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Drawbacks  

- Investment and interest are high. The interest cost for buying paddy takes more 
than 50% of storage costs, which is a heavy burden for those who want to store 
paddy.   

- Techniques for silo construction and management are not widespread and not well 
understood. 

- Outlet for products from silo are limited, even within the current rice value chain.  
Presently, those who store paddy are just a few exporters who wants to "mix up" a 
small quantity of "dry-season-harvest" paddy to upgrade the low-quality wet-
season paddy. Traders and export food companies do not think of storing paddy. 
They pursuit short-term profit, storing grains in only one month. 

- Paddy would not be uniform for silo storage due to scattered and small production.  
Presently, low-quality rice is processed and the problem seems not to be urgent, 
since not much paddy is in store in Vietnam! 

- With short-term interests, food companies in Vietnam are in short of manpower to 
deal with equipment and technology for high-quality rice.   

RECOMMENDATIONS  
Enhancing the quality of the Vietnamese rice in the world market is necessary and a 
long term target. To achieve this target, rice business should be changed into large-
scale production, where silo is a must.  But the silo itself coud not solve the problems, 
as several silos failed in the last two decades. Together with silo, there should be other 
supporting managerial and economic measures: 

- An efficient and complete drying system, as an integral part of the systenm, 
including rice milling.  The system shall be arranged in a logical way for ensuring 
rice product with high quality.   

- The supply chain of paddy shall be simpler with less intermediaries, for better 
control of rice quality. 

- The Government needs to financially support rice businesses by reducing interest 
rates, as a way to encourage them to invest more post-harvest equipment in 
general, and silo in particular. 

- More training on post-harvest technology and silo operation for food companies. 

- A price-stabilizing fund to minimize risks for businesses with investment in silo 
storage and with paddy procurement. 

- Increase of export quota for business with intergrated processing from drying to 
storage to milling.   

- Developing field productions with uniform variety, compatible with silo capacity 
and drying capacity.  The current campaign of "field model of 500- 1000 hectares" 
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should be intensified especially in the Mekong Delta in order to obtain uniform 
batches of grain. 

- The rice value chain should be improved for a stable relationship between farmers 
and the processor-businessmen.  Silo is just an operaion in the whole chain. 

The path of transforming into a modern agriculture, with high-quality rice and more 
profit to rice farmers, is still facing many obstacles.  But if we do not start and just 
wait, then we will not arrive. Thus to start with suitable silo systems along with other 
agronomic and post-harvest advances is necessary toward the target. A strong linkage 
that included the Government, businessmen, researchers, and farmers is expected to 
result in effective solutions to overcome these obstacles. 
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Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. Werner Mühlbauer
Institute for Agricultural Engineering 
University of Hohenheim - Stuttgart

STORAGE OF PADDY IN THE  HUMID TROPICS

COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION CONDITIONS

manual threshing, 
threshing machines

combine harvesterThreshing

sickel, reaper, small
scale combine harvester

high capacity combine harvesterHarvesting

1 – 20 ha150 – 3000 haFarm size

air separatorPre-cleaning

sun drying
flat bed dryer

mixed flow continuous dryer
cross flow continuous dryer

Drying

bag storage in 
warehouses, 
storage bins

bulk storage in warehouses and 
bins
grain is aerated or cooled

Storage

sieving machinecleaning unit combine harvesterCleaning

non uniformuniformRipening
paddywheat, barley, oats, rye, cornCrop

Humid tropical climateTemperate climate
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PROBLEMS ARISING IN PADDY PRODUCTION

• Non uniform ripening -> high percentage of impurities

• High moisture content of paddy during rainy season

• Sun drying leads to non-uniform and improper drying -> high mass
losses, low quality, contamination

• Pre-cleaning is not common

• Conventional flat bed dryers and cross flow dryers result in non-
uniform drying and high thermal energy consumption

• Insufficient and non-uniform dried paddy causes mass losses due to 
respiration, mold growth and insect propagation during storage and 
leads to low quality milled rice

PRE-CLEANING – SEPARATION OF FINES

air with impurities

cleaned grain

grain with impurities

cyclon

separation of low density materials - capacity 20 – 100 t/hr

rotating plate
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STORAGE FACILITIES FOR GRAINS

• Indoor storage containers

• Warehouses for bag and bulk storage

• Round steel storage bins

• Concrete silos

INDOOR STORAGE CONTAINERS
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CONTAINERS FOR IN-DOOR STORAGE

• width 3 m x 3 m  height 2.5 – 5 m
• capacity 10 – 100 t
• arrangement in single or double line
• walls: steel sheets, plywood
• small scale applications
• loading: mobile belt conveyor, mobile auger
• unloading: mobile auger, air sweep floor

Source: Neuero, Loekkes

INDOOR STORAGE CONTAINER – HOPPER BOTTOM

• width 2 x 2 m  to 16 x 16 m
• height 2.5 – 10 m
• conus 45 degree

• walls: steel sheets
• capacity 5 – 800 tons

• arrangement in single or double line
• small scale applications – seed grains
• larges scale applications - paddy
• loading: mobile belt conveyor, mobile 

auger
• unloading: gravity forces
• high investment per ton
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GRAIN STORAGE IN WAREHOUSES

GRAIN STORAGE IN WAREHOUSES

• Multi purpose storage facility
• Storage of grains in bags or in bulk
• Machine shed
• Storage capacity: 500 to 10 000 ton
• Width 15 – 30 m, length 30 to 100 m
• Eave height 6 – 12 m
• Roof inclination > 20 °
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BAG STORAGE IN WAREHOUSES

bags are stacked in piles

STORAGE OF POLISHED RICE IN BIG BAGS
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bag storage bulk storage

REMOISTENING AND INSECT ATTACKS

• Cereals and jute or straw bags are hygroskopic materials
• Bags are perforated -> grain comes in contact with moist air
• Grain surface exposed to humid air and to insect attacks is much

more extended in bag storage compared to bulk storage
• Remoistening can cause deterioration by molds, mass losses 

due to respiration and stress cracks

levelled surfaceangle of repose

• Bag storage is flexible - but very labour intensive

• Control of rodents, insects and microorganisms growth is more difficult
compared to storage in bins

• Storage space requirement is about 50 % higher compared to bulk 
storage

• Bag stores can be loaded and unloaded either manually or using 
forklifts or belt conveyors

• Bag storage should be replaced in the future step by step by bulk 
storage systems but this requires restructuring of the whole grain 
chain

• Bag storage is optimum system for storage milled rice

EVAUATION OF BAG STORAGE
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BULK STORAGE IN WAREHOUSES

SEPARATION INTO COMPARTMENTS

wall fastening with steel cable or steel bars
concrete walls

trapeziodal metal sheets
wooden planks

Source: Loekkes, Kongskilde, Elf
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telescopic loader

front loader tractor

LOADING AND UNLOADING BY TRACTOR

• Capacity of the shovel 2 – 4 tons
• Loading and unloading capacity 60 – 100 ton per hour

Surce: Volvo, Caterpillar

LOADING AND LEVELLING OF FLAT STORES

Source: Schmidt-Seeger
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Source: Cimbria

VENTILATION SYSTEMS FOR FLAT STORAGE

half arch aeration system flush floor aeration system

telescopic aeration tube
Source: Schmelzer
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AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS FOR WAREHOUSES

Air flow rate main duct < 10 m/s

Air flow rate lateral duct < 8m/s

Air flow rate in bulk 0.01 m/s

Length of lateral tubes < 25 m

Distance between aeration tubes 4 m

EVALUATION WAREHOUSE BULK STORAGE I

• Warehouses are flexible storage facilities which can be used for 
bag and bulk storage, machine shed etc.

• Warehouses are used by cooperatives, millers, grain dealers and 
governmental organizations for storage of large quantities

• Bulk depth is limited to 6 m, storage capacity ranges from 500 to 
10 000 tons

• Levelling the bulk allows maximum use of the space

• Dividing the warehouse in compartmens of different sizes
increases the flexibility of use

• Control of rodents, birds and insects is very difficult
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EVALUATION WAREHOUSE BULK STORAGE II

• To prevent remoistening the warehouse has to be ventilated with
fans

• To prevent abrasion the surface of the concrete platform has to 
be sealed

• Front loader tractor and telescopic loaders can be used to load and 
unload the bulk –> labour intensive

• Radar sensor controlled belt conveyors can be used for automated
loading and levelling but require high investment

• Technologies for automated unloading are currently not available

• Due to high labour requirement for loading, unloading and levelling
warehouses are only competitive with round storage bins if cheap
labour is avaible or it is used used for long term storage

ROUND METAL STORAGE BINS
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DESIGNS OF ROUND STORAGE BINS

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j
k

COMPONENTS OF ROUND STORAGE BINS 

ladder

stiffener

ladder cage

platform

catwalk

manhole

access door

sweeping auger
air distribution system

Source: Denis Prive

anchor

chain conveyor
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BIN ASSEMBLY

Assembly of the top ring
Mounting of the vertical stiffeners
Corrugated metal sheets are connected by
nuts and bolts

Assembly of roof, manhole and roof and 
support for the catwalk

Lifting roof and top ring by lifting devices
Assembly of next ring
Mounting of vertical stiffeners

For erection a crane is not required
Fast and simple assembly
Welding is not necesserery -> less corrosion

storage bins with flat bottom

storage bins with hopper bottom

STORAGE BINS WITH FLAT AND HOPPER BOTTOM
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ARRANGEMENT OF ROUND STEEL BINS

Arrangement in Line

• Loading with bucket elevator
• Distributuion with chain conveyor
• Unloading with chain conveyor

Arrangement in Circle

• Loading with bucket elevator
• Grain distribution with tubes
• Unloading with auger

CORROSION AND MOLD FORMATION 
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EQUIPMENT FOR LEVELLING

spreader

levelling auger

Source: Mühlbauer 2009

ROOF EXHAUSTERS

roof vent axial flow fan

• Space between upper layer of grain und roof contains humid air

• To prevent remoistening of the top layer and germination of the paddy
humid air has to be removed by roof vent or axial flow fans

• Fans should be humidistat controlled to switch on automatically if
humidity exceeds the adjusted limit

• Screens have to keep out insects and birds

Source: Chief, Caldwell
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LOADING STORAGE BINS

Mobile Auger

• Flexible system
• Loading of several bins
• Low capacity
• Limited discharge head
• High specific power consumption
• High mechanical stress

Bucket Elevator
• Loading of several bins
• High capacity
• High discharge head
• Low specific power consumption
• Low mechanical stress

UNLOADING BY SWEEPING AUGER

• Partial unloading of the grain by gravity forces
• Emptying the bin with sweeping auger
• Conveying capacity 20 – 40 t/h

Source: Denis Prive

a

b

a

b

portable sweeping auger

discharge auger
stationary sweeping auger discharge auger
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STATIONARY SWEEPING AUGER

aeration chanel

well

STORAGE BINS WITH HOPPER BOTTOM

• Hopper bottom eases unloading
• Capacity is limited to 500 m3

• Bins require high investment
• Bins are mainly used for seed grains
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AERATION OF ROUND BINS

• Half arch aeration system
• Unloading can not be completely mechanised
• Part of the stored grain has to be removed manually

by shovel
• Flush floor aeration system allows automated

unloading with sweeping auger
Source Mühlbauer 2009, PM Luft

AERATION WITH PERFORATED FALSE FLOOR

floor supports

wall flashing

perforated planks

Source: Schmelzer

• Uniform air distribution with perforated false floor
• Automated unloading with sweeping auger
• Cleaning is difficult
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AERATION OF BINS WITH HOPPER BOTTOM

perforated planks

aeration tube

Source: Mühlbauer 2009, Denis Prive

REMOISTENING OF PADDY DURING STORAGE

To prevent remoistioning of the stored paddy the following pre-
requivisites have to be fulfilled:

• Bins should be erected on elevated platform

• Concrete platform should be sligthly tilted to allow rain water to 
drain off

• Prevention of water penetration from the floor to the stored product 
by incorporation of a vapour banner

• Careful assembly of the sealings between the metal sheets and 
the sealings between nuts and bolts

• Integration of exhaust air fans to remove humid air from the attic
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EVALUATION OF ROUND STORAGE BINS I

• Flexible system which can be adapted to the needs of the users

• Bins can be used for storage of all kind of cereals, grain legumes and 
oil seeds

• Corrugated steel bins are available in a wide range of volume,
width and height

• Easy assmbly with simple tools

• If properly designed, manufactured, assembled and fixed the bins
can withstand strong winds and are waterproof

• Crop is completely protected from rodents and birds during storage

• Loading and unloading can be fully mechanized even automated

BEST OPERATION PRACTICE

• Paddy should be uniformly dried to a moisture content of 14 %

• Drying should be finished one day after harvest

• Impurities should be removed before drying 

• Bin have to be carefully cleaned and sanitized after unloading

• Paddy has to aerated in intervals

• Attic has to be ventilated by fans to prevent condensation
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CONCRETE SILO BINS

• concrete silo bins require high investment
and are used for storing quantities > 50 000 tons

• height of silo 20 – 50 m

• silos are equipped with hopper bottom to ease unloading

• concrete storage bins are operated by government agencies, 
large feed mills or cooperatives

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES OF PADDY STORAGE

• Increasing population in rice consuming countries requires increase
of production

• Reduction of post-harvest losses is an economic measure to increase supply

• Postharvest losses are mainly caused by lack of dryers, insufficient
and non-uniform drying 

• Increasing demand of rice on world market can hardly be covered
by rice exporting countries

• In future increasing prices on world market can be expected

• Fluctuating paddy prices encourage farmers – cooperative - millers
to invest in storage facilities

• Investment in storage capacities depends on government policy
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600 Year old Traditional German Warehouse
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Welcome to the world of Muyang!Welcome to the world of Muyang!
Muyang Steel SiloMuyang Steel Silo

Company ProfileCompany Profile1.

Silo IntroductionSilo Introduction2.

Auxiliary SystemAuxiliary System3.

Silo EngineeringSilo Engineering4.

ContentContent MUYANG LOCATION MUYANG LOCATION 
YANGZHOU, JIANGSU PROVINCE YANGZHOU, JIANGSU PROVINCE 
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●
■

�

Yangzhou

BEIJING

Shanghai
NanjingNanjing

Yangzhou
JIANGSU

CHINA
1.5 h

3 h

1.5 h

10 h

Company Profile

Muyang silo products could be sorted into two categories: Lipps Silo and Assembly Silo, 

of which we are extremely proud.

In the silo market of China, both of those are ranked in the first place, as the reward of our 

ten years of hard work. 

Our silo storage system has exported to more than 30 countries, such as: Vietnam, 

Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Phlippines, Japan, Korea, India, Lebanon, Syria, Saudi

Arabia, Iran, Kazakstan, Uzbekstan, Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Sudan, South Africa, Brazil, 

Colombia, Australia, Turkey, Russia, etc.

Muyang silos can be applied in the grain processing, oil & fat processing, flour processing, 

brewing, chemical and feed processing industry and ports and so on.

Marketing network: more than 40 representatives in some 50 countries and regions.

Muyang machines and complete plants sold to 80 countries and regions.



MUYANG INTERNATIONAL SALES BRANCHESMUYANG INTERNATIONAL SALES BRANCHES

� EGYPT OFFICE                          � IRAN OFFICE                    

� INDIA OFFICE                            � THAILAND OFFICE

� INDONESIA OFFICE                  � RUSSIA OFFICE

� BRAZIL OFFICE                         � MEXICO OFFICE

� SOUTH AFFRICA OFFICE         � NORTH AFFRICA OFFICE

� VIETNAM OFFICE                        � ALGERIA OFFICE

� … …

ISO9001ISO9001--2000 CERTIFICATES2000 CERTIFICATES

CE CERTIFICATESCE CERTIFICATES Rostechnadzor PermitRostechnadzor Permit

Silo Introduction—Lipps Silo

Volume capacity from 1 ton to 8000 tons based on the bulk density of 0.75 g/cm3

Silo Introduction— Lipps Silo

Principle of Lipps Silo Fabrication:

Lipps silo fabrication is one kind of the steel silo building technologies currently adopted in 

the world. The fabrication method is unique. When constructing, the galvanized coil sheet 

with width of 495mm is sent into a cold-roll-forming machine by a coil opening machine to 

form into a geometric shape needed. Then it is bended by a bending machine, seam to 

form a 30-40 mm wide continuous spiral-shaped high joint around the outside of the silo, 

which serves the function of strengthening the silo structure. 

Bending and seaming process



Silo Introduction— Lipps Silo

Fabricating Procedure of a Lipps Silo:

Positioning: Position the fabricating equipment according to the silo diameter.

Spiraling: Spiral the side wall to a height of 2 meters after equipment positioning. 

Roof installation: Cut the silo eave with a plasma cutter to form a roof line,  then install 

the roof .

Spiraling and lifting: Spiral the side wall to the height required .

Silo landing: Withdraw the fabricating equipment, drop the silo to the land base and 

connect the silo to the embeded steel parts. 

Silo Introduction— Lipps Silo

Equipment for manufacturing lipps silo:

Imported  forming  machine Imported seaming machine

Imported arc stud welding machine

Silo Introduction— Assembly Silo

Assembly silo is a kind of the most advanced silo in the world, widely used in European 

and American countries and has the highest market share worldwide. Thanks to the 

automatic molded  fabrication system, silo component parts are manufactured without any 

man-made impact. 

Silo bins are assembled and erected on site, featuring no damage to the galvanized 

surface of sheet steel. The side boards and stiffeners are connected by means of high-

strength bolts, and all of the silo parts are dismountable.

Volume capacity from 1 ton to 18000 tons based on the bulk density of 0.75 g/cm3 .

Silo Introduction— Assembly Silo

Building Procedure of the Assembly Silo:

Molded fabrication: All component parts are made through molded fabrication, then

delivered to the job site.

Positioning: Positioning is done according to the diameter of the silo bins.

Assemble top rings first: Connect  the sideboards one by one with high–strength 

bolts until to two rings are finished. 

Silo roof assembly: The roof panels and accessories are assembled according to 

requirement.

Silo body erection: Erect the silo body by assembling to the height needed.

Silo landing: Silo body is weld on to the pre-embedded parts for landing

Installing overhead corridor and accessories: To be built as per client’s 

requirement.

Silo Introduction— Assembly Silo

Assembly Silo ProcessingAssembly Silo Processing::

Sideboard  Corrugating MachineSideboard Processing Line

Base Plate Processing Line Roof Panel Processing Line 

Silo Introduction— Assembly Silo

Assembly Silo ProcessingAssembly Silo Processing::

High-speed Punch

400T Digital Controlling Bender 500T Hydraulic Press



Silo Introduction— Assembly Silo

Assembly Silo ProcessingAssembly Silo Processing::

Site Erection

Auxiliary System

Ventilation System :

The ventilation system includes air pipes, elbows, valves, airing grids, high-efficiency    

centrifugal fans under silo, and axial blowers on silo roof natural vents etc.

Auxiliary System

Level system:

Each silo is equipped with a level indicator supplied by a German Company. Owner 

(user) shall confirm the type, installing method and position.

Different level indicators can be supplied according to the client’s requirement.

Level indicating

Auxiliary System

Temperature Controlling System: 

The temperature detection system is completed with detection cable, 

extension/transmittal cable, signal collector, distributor cubicles and translating 

indicator for simulative to digital.

The temperature report could be worked out automatically by the devices supplied, 

as well as by manual operation.

Temperature monitoring

Auxiliary System

Fumigation System: 

The silo is equipped with the circular fumigation system, including H3P releasing   

device, computation device and H3P concentration inspection device. At the outside 

of  

the silo, there will be a concentration inspection device checking H3P all along the 

piping system, to ensure the adequacy H3P efficiently.   

The fumigation pellet is made from H3P. H3P and CO2 could be mixed.

Auxiliary System

Handling equipment:

Handling equipment includes conveyors, elevators, pre-cleaners, magnets and dust 

collectors etc, all of which are of Muyang high quality.

Elevator Conveyor Magnet Dust Collector



Silo Engineering – Projects in China

Qingdao Harbor
8 unit 12,000 tons silo with accessories

Silo Engineering – Projects in China

Shandong Rizhao Harbor
12 unit 12,000 tons silo with accessories  

Silo Engineering – Projects in China

Putian Harbor
8 unit 10,000 tons silo with accessories 

Silo Engineering – Projects in China

Nanjing Harbor
5 unit 12,000 tons silo with accessories 

Silo Engineering – Projects Overseas

2 unit 1500tons silo for corn, including handling equipment,steel 
structure and control system etc. 

EAST SOUTH of ASIA

VIETNAM

Silo Engineering – Projects Overseas

17 unit silos,conic and flat bottom; Including handling equipment,steel 
structure and control system etc.

CIS

RUSSIA



Silo Engineering – Projects Overseas

2 unit 6000 tons and 8 unit 2700 tons silo;Including handling 
equipment,steel structure and control system etc.

EUROPE

TURKEY

Silo Engineering – Projects Overseas

6 unit 150 tons silo for malt including the steel structure

EUROPE

UZBEKSTAN

Silo Engineering Silo Engineering –– Projects OverseasProjects Overseas

4 unit 7500 tons silo for corn 

EAST SOUTH of ASIA

THAILAND

Silo Engineering – Projects Overseas

It's more than 30 unit silos,capacity from 500 tons conic bottom
to 2800 tons flat bottom

EAST SOUTH of ASIA

THAILAND

Silo Engineering – Projects Overseas

6 unit 4000 tons silo for corn including handling equipments

EAST SOUTH of ASIA

INDONESIA

Silo Maintenance 

Keep the moisture content of the raw material to less than 13%;

Fit vent–pipe at the top and bottom of a silo;

Control dust timely by means of dust collection equipment;

The operators must be well trained;

The power sockets must be anti-explosive;

There should be no holes and connection pores between silos;

Examine and repair the auto check-up equipment regularly;



Strategic Partners 

THANKS FOR YOUR TIME !THANKS FOR YOUR TIME !
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Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. Werner Mühlbauer
Institute for Agricultural Engineering 
University of Hohenheim - Stuttgart

STORAGE OF PADDY IN THE  HUMID TROPICS
Bin Technology

ROUND STORAGE BINS

Corrugated walls
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COMPONENTS OF ROUND STORAGE BINS 

ladder

stiffener

ladder cage

platform

catwalk

manhole

access door

sweeping auger
air distribution system

Source: Denis Prive

SIDEWALL PANELS

• Sidewall panels should be produced from high tensile steel sheets

• Sheets are hot-dipped galvanized (450 – 600 mg/m2, 40 – 60 µm)

• Sidewall corrugation is produced by roll-forming machines

• Tight fit and weather protection requires accurate manufacturing

• Sidewall panels are offered with two different corrugations

wide corrugation height 12 mm
distance 104 mm

narrow corrugation height 18 mm
distance 76 mm

• Wide corrugation -> self cleaning
Narrow corrugation -> higher stiffness
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BIN ASSEMBLY

Assembly of the top ring
Mounting of the vertical stiffeners
Corrugated metal sheets are connected by
nuts and bolts

Assembly of roof, manhole and roof and 
Support for the catwalk

Lifting roof and top ring by lifting devices
Assembly of next ring
Mounting of vertical stiffeners

For erection crane is not required
Fast and simple assembly
Welding is not necesserery -> less corrosion

storage bins with flat bottom

storage bins with hopper bottom

STORAGE BINS WITH FLAT AND HOPPER BOTTOM
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STORAGE BINS WITH HOPPER BOTTOM

• Hopper bottom eases unloading
• Capacity is limited to 500 m3

• Bins require high investment
• Bins are mainly used for seed grains

ARRANGEMENT OF ROUND STEEL BINS

Arrangement in Line

• Loading with bucket elevator
• Distributuion with chain conveyor
• Unloading with chain conveyor

Arrangement in Circle

• Loading with bucket elevator
• Grain distribution with tubes
• Unloading with auger
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TECHNICAL DATA

• Bin diameter 2,6 m                   30 m

• Eave height 9 – 15 m 9 – 15 m

• Bin capacity 17 – 97 m3 9600 – 14 200 m3

Storage Bins with Flat Bottom

Storage Bins with Hopper Bottom (cone 45 °)

• Bin diameter 2,6 m                   7 m

• Eave height 5 – 10 m 15,6 – 21,3 m

• Bin capacity 17 – 42 m3 480 – 700 m3

Specific density of paddy 570 kg per m3

BIN DESIGN
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RESISTANCE TO MECHANICAL LOAD

• Empty storage bin and the bin roof has to withstand high wind 
loads during typhoons

• Walls of the bin have to withstand grain load

• Each model of grain bin and the concrete platform requires
individual structual analysis which has to fulfill the official
standards

• Bins are equipped with vertical stiffeners

• Anchor system has to fasten securely the bin to the foundation

• Steel sheets and stiffeners have to be assembled with high-grade
bolts

VERTICAL STIFFENERS
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FASTENING ANCHOR SYSTEM

anchor system with one dowel
dowels are driven into concrete

anchor system with two dowels
dowels are fixed with two-component
adhesive

Source: Denis Prive, Brock

Solid anchor system provides resistance to both
lateral movement and uplift

PREVENTION OF CORROSION

• Humid climate favours corrosion

• Corrugated metals sheets, nuts and bolts, stiffeners and 
all other components are hot dip galvanized

• Bins are erected without any welding at the construction side
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SEALING OF THE BIN

• Flexible silicone sealing between concrete platform and bottom
ring prevents water penetration into the silo

• Coating the bottom ring with bitumen

• Sidewall panels are sealed in horizonal and vertical direction
with sealing cords

• Nuts and bolts are fixed with gaskets

CORROSION AND MOLD FORMATION 
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ACCESS DOORS 

Access doors are required for cleaning, desinfection and
control of sweeping auger

Source: Denis Prive, Brock

BIN LOADING
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LOADING STORAGE BINS

Mobile Auger

Bucket Elevator
Source: Bintec, Riela

SCREW CONVEYOR

mobile screw conveyor

• horizontal, vertical and sloping operation

• low capacity

• high energy consumption

• mixing during conveying

• high mechanical load of paddy

• reduction of head yield

• high noise emission

• abrasive wear of tube and trough

• difficult to clean

• plugging when conveying moist grain

Source: Denis Prive
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BUCKET ELEVATOR

• vertical conveyor

• high capacity 5 – 200 t/h

• low power consumption

• minimum space requirement

• low damage of the paddy

• low noise

• no dust emission

• abrasion of the elevator head -> 
exchanging wearing plate

• clogging when overloading

Source: Cimbria

TROUGH CHAIN CONVEYOR

Source: Riela
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TROUGH CHAIN CONVEYOR

Source: Cimbria

a

b

a

b

TROUGH CHAIN CONVEYOR

• horizontal conveyor

• high capacity

• low energy consumption

• flexible discharge stations

• gentle product handling

• plastic plate at the conveyor bottom reduces
abrasion and noise development

• no dust emission

• difficult to clean 

Source: Schmidt-Seeger
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LEVELLING

EQUIPMENT FOR LEVELLING

spreader

levelling auger

Source: Mühlbauer 2009
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EQUIPMENT FOR LEVELLING

gravity flow
spreader

levelling auger

motor driven
spreader

• Levelling increases capacity of the bin and 
facilitates uniform air distribution during aeration
and cooling

• Spreaders require careful adjustion and 
monitoring

Source: DMC, Shivvers

MIXING
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grain spreader

fan

perforated floor sweeping auger

mixing auger

GRAIN MIXING WITH VERTICAL AUGERS

VERTICAL MIXING AUGERS

Mixing Strategies

Source: DMC, Sukup
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AERATION

AIR FLOW RATES – BULK DEPTH

High-temperature drying 0.2 – 0.3 m/s 0.2. – 0.8 m

Low-temperature drying 0.1 m/s 3 – 5 m

Chilling 0.01 m/s 6 – 30 m

Aeration 0.01 m/ s 0.4 – 10 m
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AERATION OF ROUND BINS – FLAT BOTTOM

Source Mühlbauer 2009, PM Luft

• Unloading can not be completely mechanised

• Part of the stored grain has to be removed manually by shovel

HALF ARCH AERATION SYSTEM
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FLUSH FLOOR AERATION SYSTEM

Source: Schmelzer

Unloading can be mechanised with sweeping auger

AERATION WITH PERFORATED FALSE FLOOR

floor supports

wall flashing

perforated planks

Source: Schmelzer
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PERORATED FALSE FLOOR

floor supports

bin wall flashing

perforated planks

Source: Schmelzer, Sukup

AERATION FLOOR SUPPORTS AND PLANKS

louvered perforation
circular perforation

Source: Sukup, Chief, Schmelzer
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AERATION OF BINS WITH HOPPER BOTTOM

perforated planks

aeration tube

Source: Mühlbauer 2009, Denis Prive

FAN DESIGN

Axial flow fan Radial flow fan – backward curved blades

Source: Stela
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axial flow fan radial flow fan
backward curved blade drum rotor

Source: Mühlbauer 2009

FAN CHARACTERISITCS

AERATION OF ROUND BINS
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PORTABLE AERATION FAN

ROOF EXHAUSTERS

roof vent axial flow fan

• Space between upper layer for grain und roof contains humid air

• To prevent remoistening of the top layer and germination of the paddy
humid air has to be removed by roof vent or axial flow fans

• Fans should be humidistat controlled to switch on automatically if
humidity exceeds the adjusted limit

• Screens have to keep out insects and birds

Source: Chief, Caldwell
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UNLOADING DEVICES

UNLOADING WITH MOBILE AUGER
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a

b

a

b

REMOVABLE SWEEPING AUGER

• Partial unloading of the grain by gravity forces
• Transportation of the sweeping auger through the manhole
• Emptying the bin with sweeping auger
• Auger can be used to empty several bins
• Low conveying capacity
• Limitted bin diameter
• High labour input – drudgery work

sweeping auger

Source: Denis Prive
discharge auger

STATIONARY SWEEPING AUGER

sweeping auger discharge auger

• Sweeping auger is permanently installed

• Unloading can be fully automated

Source: Denis-Prive
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STATIONARY SWEEPING AUGER

aeration chanel

well

STATIONARY SWEEPING AUGERS 
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• Perforated floors are designed for aeration, ventilation, 
low-temperature drying and chilling of cereals

• Aeration floors are available for bin diameters from  6 to  16 m with 
eave heights up to 10 m

• Aeration floor guarantees uniform air distribution and equal air
pressure underneath the perforated floor

• Perforated floor and plenum chamber can easily be cleaned by 
partly removing of the planks

• Louvered perforations prevent fines and small kernels from 
dropping through

• Less blocking of the perforation by kernels and brokens

EVALUATION OF PERFORATED FALSE FLOORS

REMOISTENING OF PADDY DURING STORAGE

To prevent remoistioning of the stored paddy the following
prerequivisites have to be fulfilled:

• Bins should be erected on elevated platform

• Concrete platform should be sligthly tilted to allow rain water to 
drain off

• Prevention of water penetration from the floor to the stored product 
by incorporation of a vapour banner

• Careful assembly of the sealings between the metal sheets and 
the sealings between nuts and bolts

• Integration of exhaust air fans to remove humid air from the attic
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EVALUATION OF ROUND STORAGE BINS

• Flexible system which can be adapted to the needs of the users

• Bins can be used for storage of all kind of cereals, grain legumes and 
oil seeds

• Corrugated steel bins are available in a wide range of volume,
width and height

• Easy assmbly with simple tools

• If properly designed, manufactured, assembled and fixed the bins
can withstand strong winds and are waterproof

• Crop is completely protected from rodents and bird during storage

• Loading and unloading can be fully mechanized even automated
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Cold Storage

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. W. Mühlbauer

Storage Problems

Storage problems mainly occur during periods of hot and 
humid weather

• Temperate zones: summer months and autumn
(cooling in temperate zones carries favourable winter 
conditions over into the summer)

• Tropical and subtropical regions:  all year round
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Objectives of Cold Storage

Reduction of the temperature of stored crop reduces:

• Heat of respiration

• Oxidation of fatty acids

• Growth of Microorganisms

• Mycotoxin formation

• Reproduction rate of insects

Storage losses can be significantly reduced by reduction 
of the temperature of stored crop
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Application in Agriculture

• Long term cold storage of granular materials such as bread 
and fodder cereals, malting barley, seed grains, oil seeds, 
grain legumes, coffee, cacao, nuts, feed pellets etc.

• Intermediate cooling of moist products MC < 22 % to 
eliminate bottlenecks during drying

• Long term cold storage of fodder grains with MC < 18 %

• Cold storage (CA-storage) of fresh and dried fruits and 
vegetables

• Cooling of milk
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Cooling Methods for Cereals, Fruits and Vegetables

Cooling with Ambient Air - Aeration

• Cooling effect depends on weather conditions
• Cooling is limited to periods with low temperature
• Rewetting of the stored crop if RH > 70 %

Evaporative Cooling

• Cooling effect depends on humidity and temperature of the 
ambient

• Cooling air is almost saturated
• Application is limited to cooling of fruits and vegetables but 

cannot guarantee high quality

Artificial Cooling with Refrigeration Machine

• High cooling capacity
• Operation is independent on weather conditions
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COOLING PROCESS

• The cooling process includes convective heat transfer 
from the product to be cooled to the cold air 

• Heat from the interior of the product to be cooled is 
transferred to the surface by conduction

• Cooling media:

Ambient air
Air cooled by evaporative cooling
Artificially cooled air refrigeration machine

• After cooling the crop the following processes can occur 
during storage:

Heat transfer from the environment to the crop through 
the wall of the container

Temperature rise by heat of respiration, 
Growth of microorganisms and reproduction of insects
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Thermodynamic Processes

During the cooling process the following heat and mass transfer 
processes occur:

Heat Transfer Q from  Air to Product

)TT(AQ psa −⋅⋅α=&

heat transfer rate, kJ/s
α surface heat transfer coefficient, kJ/m2 K s
A product surface area, m2

Ta air temperature, °C
Tps product surface temperature, °C
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Q&

Internal heat Transfer from the Surface to the Interior 
of the Product

)TT(A
r

Q PIPS
P −⋅⋅

λ
=

Q heat, kJ

λP thermal conductivity,W/mK

r radius, m

A surface area, m2

TPS surface temperature, °C

TPI internal temperature, °C
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Heat Balance at Thermal Equilibrium

mp mass of product, kg
cp specific heat of product, kJ/kg °C
Tp1 initial product temperature, °C
Tp2 final product temperature, °C

air mass flow rate, kg/s
ca specific heat of air, kJ/kg
Ta1 initial air temperature, °C
Ta2 final air temperature, °C
t time, s

t)TT(cm)TT(cm 1a2aaa2p1ppp ⋅−⋅⋅=−⋅⋅ &

1a2a2p1p TTTT −=−

tcmcm aapp ⋅⋅=⋅ &
am&

Cooling Time

aa

pp

cm
cm

t
⋅
⋅

=
&

Specific Air Requirement

a

p

p

a

c
c

m
tml =
⋅

=
&

l specific air requirement, kg/kg
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)TT(cmQ 2p1pppp −⋅⋅=
Qp heat loss of product, kJ
mp mass of product, kg
cp surface heat of product, kJ/kg °C
Tp1 initial product temperature, °C
Tp2 final product temperature, °C

)TT(kAQ 2paW −⋅⋅=

Heat Transfer from the Ambient through the Walls of the Container

QW heat loss trough wall, kJ
A surface area of wall, m2

k heat transfer rate, kJ/m2 °C
Ta air temperature, °C
Tp2 initial product temperature, °C

Heat Transfer during the Cooling Process depends on

Heat capacity of the Media to be Cooled

Enthalpy Change due to Water Vaporisation or Condensation

Qv change in enthalpy due to vaporisation
or condensation

r latent heat of vaporisation, kJ/kg
Δmw change in water content of air, kg

Enthalpy Change due to Chemical Reactions

Qe change in enthalpy due to enzymatic reaction
ms mass of substrate, kg
re reaction rate, kg/kg

WV mrQ Δ⋅−=

eSe rmQ ⋅=

Total Cooling Requirement

VeWpcooling QQQQQ −++=
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Physical Properties of Materials

Specific Heat kJ/kg K

Cereals 1.2 - 2.4 
Air 1.04 
Concrete 1

Thermal Conductivity W/mK

Cereal in bulk 0.1 - 0.3
Concrete 1.0
Steel 37 - 52
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BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES

• During storage biochemical processes such as respiration, 
fermentation and oxidation processes can occur

• Oxidation increases fatty acid content and causes 
rancidity

• During the respiration process carbohydrates (starch and 
sugars) are degraded by enzymatic reactions into carbon 
dioxide, heat and water:

• The degradation of 1 kg dry matter causes the production of

0.58 kg water
1.54 kg CO2
15 000 kJ of heat

• Respiration loss of 0.1 % dry matter is equivalent to:

Temperature rise of 7.2 K
Moisture increase of 0.05 % w.b.

mol/kJ5644OH11CO12O12OHC 222112212 ++→+
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Heat of Respiration depends on:

• Crop species
• Temperature of the crop
• Moisture content of the crop

Respiration is a chain reaction 

Reaction rate increases with increasing temperature and 
moisture content

Measures to Reduce Respiratory Losses

• Reduction of the moisture content of the crop by drying
• Reduction of the temperature by cooling T < 10 °C
• Inactivation of the enzymes T > 40-50 °C
• Increase of the CO2 content and reduction of the oxygen 

content
• Storage under controlled atmosphere CA
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Heat of Respiration during Storage of  Corn

Source: SchererTemperature, °C
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Insects Propagation

• Insect egg deposition occurs during harvesting, 
transportation and sun drying 

• Cycle from egg deposition to full development takes about 
100 days

• Storage temperatures above 21 °C offer optimum living and 
reproduction conditions for insects 

• Insect activity and reproduction can be stopped by cooling 
the crop to > 10 °C

• Cooling does not kill insects but renders them inactive

• Chemical treatment with pesticides can cause health 
hazards

• Insects are becoming resistant to chemical treatment

Cooling can replace chemical treatment and fumigation
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Storage Insects Propagation vs Temperature 
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Temperature-dependent Growth Rates of Microorganisms

Temperature, °C

G
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ARTIFICIAL COOLING

Components of the Cooling Machine

• Refrigeration machine 
compressor, evaporator, condenser, condenser fan, 
expansion valve, refrigerant

• High pressure fan

• Temperature controller

• Flexible hose to connect air outlet of the fan with the 
ventilation ducts

• Air distribution system

• Silo cells or warehouse for flat storage

• Exhaust air fan

• Cooling unit is mounted on a trailer
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Grain Cooling System

Schematic of the Refrigeration Cycle

Condenser

MotorExpansion
valve

Cold store

Compressor

Q

Q

P2 P2

P1 P1

Evaporator
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Cooling Unit

Source: Frigortec

Cooling Unit with Sound Insulation

Source: FrigorTec
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STORAGE FACILITIES

• Either flat stores (H = 4 - 6 m) or storage silos are 
applicable for cold storage

• Concrete silos are more suitable for artificial cooling than 
steel silos due to low heat conductivity of the building 
material

• Cold storage can prevent condensation at the bin wall 
caused by temperature differences between ambient air 
and wall

• Granular materials have low thermal conductivity due to 
high porosity therefore insulation of the bin walls is not 
required

• Recirculation of the crop to reduce heat pockets is not 
required when forcing cooled air through the crop 
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Air Distribution System for Flat Storage

Source: FrigorTec
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Unloading of Flat Storage with Tractor and Front Bucket

Cooling of Flat Store

Source: FrigorTec
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Cooling of Silo BinsPOSTHARVEST 
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Source: FrigorTec

COOLING STRATEGIES

Maximum Permissible Bulk Height

• Performance of the cooling unit

• Type of crop

• Diameter of the bin

Flat Storage

H = 4 - 6 m

Bin Storage

H = 20 - 30 m
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Re-Cooling

• Re-cooling is required due to heat transfer from the 
environment to the stored crop and due to respiration

• Re-heating depends on ambient temperature, material of 
the bin wall and moisture content of the stored crop

• Re-cooling is necessary if the temperature rise in the bulk is 
> 6 K
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Temperature and Humidity of the Ambient and the Cooled Air

Source: Bakker-Arkema

Performance of Cooling Systems

Cooling Capacity of available Equipment

T = 18 °C 40 - 440 t/day
T = 22 °C 20 - 240 t/day 
T = 30 °C 10 - 150 t/day

Electric Power Requirement

(compressor, cold air fan, condenser fan)

P = 4 - 54 kW

Volumetric Air Flow

= 1 200 - 14 000 m3/h
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Problems Arising with Cooling

• Cooling the ambient to 5 - 10 °C air increases humidity to 
90 - 100 %

• Ventilation with humid air leads to rewetting of the crop
→ pre-heating of the cold air

• Condensation under the roof
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PADDY COOLING IN TROPICS

Temperate climate Tropical climate

Temperature 20 °C 30 °C
Humidity 50 % 90 %

Moisture content 16 % 12 %
Moisture removal 1 % 0,5 %

Cooling temperature 10 – 15 °C 20 °C

Enthalpie difference 30 kJ/kg air 55 kJ/kg
Energy requirement 3 – 5 kWh/ton 8 – 12 kWh/t

Recooling MC = 12-15 % 8 – 12 month 6 – 8 month

Electric energy consumption for cooling grains in the humid tropics
is 80 % higher than in moderate climate
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STORAGE TIME TEMPERATE AND TROPICAL CLIMATE

Temperate climate
Humid tropical climate

Source: Mühlbauer, FrigorTec
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SORPTION ISOTHERMS OF PADDY

Source. Strohmann-Yoerger 1999

EXPERIENCES WITH PADDY COOLING

Experiences gained by manufacturers, dealers and users of cooling
Equipment in humid tropical countries

• Paddy cooling machines are in operation in numerous tropical countries
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Ghana, Costa Rica etc.

• Grain cooling machines are successfully used to cool paddy, brown rice
and milled rice to improve paddy quality compared to conventional storage

• Due to high temperature and high humidity of ambient air the electric power
demand is about 70 % higher compared to countries with moderate climate

• Paddy should be cooled to about 20 °C instead of 10 – 15 °C in moderate climate

• Condensation can only be observed on the surface of the upper layer

• To prevent germination and spoilage the space under the roof has to be ventilated
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GRAIN COOLING - WORLDWIDE

EXPERIENCES WITH PADDY COOLING IN TROPICS

Chiang Mai

Malaysia

Thailand
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EVALUATION

• Cooling of wet material can increase drying capacity and 
can eliminate the bottleneck during harvesting period

• Cooling reduces moisture content of the stored crop by 
about 1 %

• Cooling reduces respiratory heat to a minimum and 
lowers the mass loss significantly

• Cold storage is the most natural preservation method and 
prevents insect reproduction and microorganism growth

• Promising alternative to conventional chemical treatment 
(reduced risk of pesticide contamination)

• Cold storage is limited to large storage applications such as 
governmental or private warehouses where granular 
materials are stored in bulk
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EVALUATION

Low energy consumption
3 - 6 kWh / t and cycle in temperate climate
8 - 12 kWh / t and cycle in tropical climate

(Recirculation of the grain requires 1 - 3 kWh/t)

• Chilled grain can be dried to a higher final moisture content 
saving fuel cost 

• Mobile design of the equipment allows cooling of various 
bins

• Re-cooling is required infrequently depending on ambient 
conditions

• Positive cash flow due to savings in fuel, weight loss 
reduction and premium quality

Cooling of dry granular material in bulk storage is the most 
sophisticated natural method to save quality
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